
   

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 
   

  
 

    
   

 

       
    

    
         
    

         
 

                                                 
             

              
         
           

         
 

           
           

      

                  
     

      

August 22, 2014 

Via Electronic Mail (rule-comments@sec.gov) 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549-1090 
Attention:  Kevin M. O’Neill, Deputy Secretary 

COMMENT LETTER AND PETITION FOR DISAPPROVAL 

Re:		 Notice of Filing Proposed Rule Change to Establish a New Market Data Product 
Called the BATS One Feed, Release No. 34–72688; File No. SR–BATS-2014-028 

Dear Mr. O’Neill: 

SIFMA1 appreciates the opportunity to comment on the above-captioned notice (the “Notice”), 
under which BATS Exchange, Inc. (the “Exchange”) proposes to establish a new market data 
product and associated fees.2 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) shall by order approve or 
disapprove such proposed rule change, or institute proceedings to determine whether the 
proposed rule change should be disapproved in accordance with Section 19(b)(2)(B) of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).3 For the reasons set forth 
below, and because the Exchange’s actions are inconsistent with the decisions of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in NetCoalition v. SEC, 4 we 
respectfully petition the Commission to disapprove the proposed rule change.5 

1		 The Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) brings together the shared interests of 
hundreds of securities firms, banks and asset managers. SIFMA’s mission is to develop policies and 
practices which strengthen financial markets and which encourage capital availability, job creation and 
economic growth while building trust and confidence in the financial industry. SIFMA, with offices in 
New York and Washington, D.C., is the U.S. regional member of the Global Financial Markets Association 
(GFMA). 

2		 Notice of Filing of Proposed Rule Change to Establish a New Market Data Product Called the BATS One 
Feed, Release No. 34–72688; File No. SR–BATS-2014-028; 79 Fed. Reg. 44941 (August 1, 2014). 

3		 See 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(2)(B). 
4		 NetCoalition v. SEC, 715 F.3d 342 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (“NetCoalition II”); NetCoalition v. SEC, 615 F.3d 525 

(D.C. Cir. 2010) (“NetCoalition I”). 
5		 15 U.S.C. § 78s(b)(2)(B). 
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This is not the first time the Exchange and other national securities exchanges have filed 
proposed rule changes for market data products and fees that do not comport with the standards 
the Court established in the NetCoalition cases. The Commission should immediately 
disapprove of this and other similar unlawful market data product and fee rule changes 
proposed by self-regulatory organizations.  The Commission staff should not be approving 
such rule change filings if on their face they are unlawful.  The rule change at issue here is 
unlawful because it is based on invalid grounds, omitted cost data, and otherwise failed to 
comport with the Exchange Act as interpreted by the Court in NetCoalition I, and reaffirmed in 
NetCoalition II. We therefore urge the Commission to act immediately to disapprove this and 
other similar rule changes. 

A.		 Market Data Fees Must Be “Fair And Reasonable.” 

Under the Exchange Act, the Commission is required to ensure that the proposed fees are, among 
other things, “fair and reasonable.”6 SIFMA disagrees with any notion that the amendment to 
Section 19(b)(3)(A) of the Exchange Act in Section 916 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 
and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (the “Dodd-Frank Act”)7 reflects a presumption that these 
fees are constrained by competitive forces8 and that the Commission is therefore relieved of its 
obligation to ensure that data fees are “fair and reasonable” within the meaning of Section 
11A(c)(1)(C).9 Neither the plain language of the amendment to Section 19(b)(3)(A), nor the 
available legislative history of that amendment, supports such a presumption.10 

B.		 The Exchange Has Not Shown That These Market Data Fees Are Constrained By 
Competitive Forces. 

The Exchange has not shown that it is subject to significant competitive forces that would limit 
it to charging reasonable fees in pricing this market data. NetCoalition I made clear that the 
costs incurred in providing market data are relevant in assessing the reasonableness of the fees 
because “in a competitive market, the price of a product is supposed to approach its marginal 
cost, i.e., the seller’s cost of producing one additional unit . . . [and] the costs of collecting and 
distributing market data can indicate whether an exchange is taking ‘excessive profits’ or 
subsidizing its service with another source of revenue.”11 Thus, the cost of producing market 
data would be direct evidence of whether competition constrains the ability to impose 
supracompetitive fees.12 In NetCoalition II, the Court reiterated its holding, stating that 
NetCoalition I “remains a controlling statement of the law as to what sections 6 and 11A of the 

6		 Section 11A(c)(1)(C) of the Exchange Act provides that fees must be “fair and reasonable” and not 
“unreasonably discriminatory” while Section 6(b)(4) provides that an exchange must “provide for the 
equitable allocation of reasonable dues, fees, and other charges among . . . persons using its facilities.” 

7		 Pub. L. No. 111-203, H.R. 4173 (June 29, 2010). 
8		 79 Fed. Reg. at 44945. 
9		 15 U.S.C. § 78k-1(c)(1)(C). 
10		 For further discussion of these arguments, please see Comment Letter of SIFMA and NetCoalition re: 

Release No. 34-62887 and Release No. 34-62908 (Oct. 8, 2010). 
11		 615 F.3d at 537. 
12		 615 F.3d. at 537-38. 
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Exchange Act require of SRO fees,” and that “there must be evidence that competition will in 
fact constrain pricing for market data before the Commission approves a fee charged for market 
data premised on a competitive pricing model.”13 The Notice, however, does not contain 
evidence of the Exchange’s costs of collecting and distributing the market data. Nor does it 
provide the Commission with the type of substantial evidence the NetCoalition Courts found to 
be necessary to sustain an exchange rule seeking to impose a market data fee. Instead it relies 
on the kind of unsupported theory and speculation that the NetCoalition Court rejected.  

1.		 The “joint products” theory does not support the Exchange’s contention that 
the proposed data prices are constrained by competition. 

The Exchange’s “joint products” theory14 is inconsistent with the Exchange Act, contradicts 
economic reality, and is unsupported by substantial evidence.15 

The “joint products” theory is inconsistent with the “fair and reasonable” requirement of Section 
11A(c)(1)(C) of the Exchange Act because under the platform approach to pricing, the 
Exchange may set market data prices at supracompetitive levels as long as they charge less for 
other services, even though some users of the data may consume only data services, but not 
other services such as trade execution. This approach to pricing would therefore immunize data 
fees from review by wrapping them together with fees for other services and would thus nullify 
the “fair and reasonable” standard. 

In addition, the “joint products” theory is flawed because market data is bought and sold 
separately from execution services, as evidenced by the fact that SIFMA member firms’ 
customers often buy market data on its own.16 The price of two products that are bought and 
sold separately is the result of the distinct competitive conditions confronting each product.17 

In any event, there is no substantial evidence here to support the Exchange’s “joint products” 
theory, only the same type of conclusory statements dismissed by the D.C. Circuit in 
NetCoalition I. 18 

13		 2013 WL 1798998 at *11. 

14		 79 Fed. Reg. at 44948. 
15		 See generally Response to Ordover and Bamberger’s Statement Regarding Nasdaq’s Proposed Rule 

Change Concerning the Pricing of Depth-of-Book Market Data (“Response I”) 22-27 (Mar. 21, 2011) 
(attached hereto as Exhibit 1); Response to Ordover and Bamberger’s Statement Regarding the SEC’s 
Proposed Order Concerning the Pricing of Depth-of-Book Market Data (“Response II”) 13-16 (Oct. 10, 
2008) (attached hereto as Exhibit B). 

16		 See Response I at 26-27; Response II at 14-15. 
17		 See Gartenberg v. Merrill Lynch Asset Mgmt., Inc., 694 F.2d 923, 929 (2d Cir. 1982). 
18		 See 615 F.3d at 541 (noting the “lack of support in the record” and characterizing proffered support as 

“conclusion[s], not evidence”). 
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2.		 The Exchange does not support its argument that order flow competition 
constrains market data fees. 

The Exchange also concludes the fees here must be competitive because the market for order 
flow is subject to competitive forces.19 The Court in NetCoalition I rejected this “order flow” 
argument because, as is the case here, there was no support for the assertion that order flow 
competition constrained an exchange’s ability to charge supracompetitive prices for its data.20 
In rejecting the argument, the Court discounted the statements made by various exchanges to 
the effect that they consider the impact on order flow in setting data prices: “The self-serving 
views of the regulated entities . . . provide little support to establish that significant competitive 
forces affect their pricing decisions.”21 

3.		 The Exchange does not support its contention that there are reasonable 
substitutes for the market data. 

The Exchange also asserts that several alternatives to the data product at issue here are 
available, but it does not provide any evidence that the alternatives are reasonable substitutes 
such that price is constrained by competitive forces.22 Here again, the Exchange relies on 
arguments that were soundly rejected by the NetCoalition Court.23 Under the Court’s holding 
in NetCoalition I, a market data provider must provide “evidence of trader behavior”—such as 
the number of potential users of its data and how those users might react to changes in the price 
of that data—to support its conclusion that competition constrains its ability to charge 
supracompetitive fees for market data.24 Yet the Exchange provides no evidence, only theories, 
as to how users might react to changes in the price of its data product.  

C.		 The Exchange is Actively Marketing and Offering a Product that Does Not Have the 
Required Regulatory Approval. 

The Exchange began marketing and offering the BATS One Feed product on August 1, 2014 
without receiving Commission approval to offer the product.  The Exchange should not be 
engaged in such activities prior to receiving any approval of a rule change, and the Commission 
should not allow these activities because they ignore and nullify the statutory approval process 
set forth in Section 19(b)(2)(B).  Further, as evidence of competition, the Exchange extensively 
cites the NYSE Best Quote and Trade (BQT) product, another product that has not received 

19		 79 Fed. Reg. at 44948. 
20		 615 F.3d at 539-42; see also Response I at 13-22; Response II at 8-13; An Economic Assessment of Whether 

“Significant Competitive Forces” Constrain an Exchange’s Pricing of its Depth-of-Book Market Data 
(“Assessment”) 16-18 (July 10, 2008) (attached hereto as Exhibit A). 

21		 615 F.3d at 541. 
22		 79 Fed. Reg. at 44949. In fact, the Exchange acknowledges in the Notice that the market information is not 

a perfect substitute. 
23		 615 F.3d at 542-44; see also Response I at 12-13; Response II at 4-7; Assessment at 5-12. 

24		 615 F.3d at 542-44. 
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regulatory approval (and had not even filed a rule change with the Commission as of the date of 
the Notice). 

Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, the Commission should disapprove this unenforceable rule change 
under Section 19(b)(2)(B) because it is inconsistent with the Exchange Act and the D.C. 
Circuit’s decisions in the NetCoalition cases. Fees such as those described in the Notice 
demand Commission attention.  

* * * 

If you have any questions or you would like to discuss these matters further, please call Melissa 
MacGregor, Managing Director and Associate General Counsel at SIFMA, at . 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ira D. Hammerman 
Senior Managing Director & General Counsel 
SIFMA 

Attachments 
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RESPONSE TO ORDOVERAND BAMBERGER'S 

STATEMENT REGARDING NASDAQ'S PROPOSED 

RULE CHANGE CONCERNING THE PRICING OF 


DEPTH-OF-BOOK MARKET DATA 


Dr. David S. Evans 

Global Economics Group, LLC 

Chairman 


University of Chicago Law School 

Lecturer 


University College London 

Executive Director, Jevons Institute for Competition Law and Economics 


Visiting Professor 


March 21, 2011 




I. INTRODUCTION 


Nasdaq Stock Market, LLC ("Nasdaq") has requested that the Securities and 

Exchange Commission ("SEC") approve a proposed rule change (the "Proposal") 

concerning the fees it charges for its depth-of-book market data (also known as 

unconsolidated, or non-core, data). Specifically, Nasdaq proposed to provide a 

discount on the fees it charges its "non-professional" users for depth-of-book data 

products ifthey provide order flow above certain specified thresholds. Through this 

pricing structure, Nasdaq would bundle its depth-of-book data with its trade-

execution services. 

It is my understanding that it is Nasdaq's burden, as an "exclusive processor" 

ofmarket data, to establish that fees for its depth-of-book data are "fair and 

reasonable" and "not unreasonably discriminatory."1 I also understand that the SEC 

has adopted a "market-based" approach for evaluating whether depth-of-book data 

fees are "fair and reasonable" and that this approach was the subject ofa decision last 

year by the United States Court ofAppeals for the D.C. Circuit in NetCoa/ition v. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (the "NetCoalition Decision")? 

This Response examines the conclusions set forth in the Statement from 

Janusz Ordover and Gustavo Bamberger, on which Nasdaq relies to argue that the 

fees it seeks to charge are constrained by competitive forces and thus "fair and 

reasonable.'t3 Ordover and Bamberger claim that any price that Nasdaq, in its sole 

1 See 15 U.S.C. § 78k-l(c)(1)(C)-(D); 17 C.F.R. § 242.603(a). 

2 615 F.3d 525 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 

3 Statement ofJanusz Ordover and Gustavo Bamberger (December 29, 201 0) [hereinafter 


"Statement"]. 
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discretion, seeks to charge for market data is constrained by significant competitive 

forces because Nasdaq confronts ''platform competition.'.4 Based on that premise, 

Ordover and Bamberger conclude that Nasdaq may charge high prices for market 

data- no matter how high those prices might be- because they supposedly are offset 

by relatively low prices for transaction services. 5 Indeed, Ordover and Bamberger 

state that ''there is no need to regulate the pricing ofproprietary data" given the 

''platform" competition on which they rely.6 But that is contrary to what I understand 

to be the SEC's statutory mandate, which places special emphasis on the widespread 

availability of data and recognizes the value of these data for efficient financial 

markets.7 As a result, Ordover and Bamberger's opinions are not relevant to the 

legal and regulatory context in which U.S. exchanges must operate. 

Putting aside that Ordover and Bamberger's opinions are irrelevant, those 

conclusions are also not supported by the economics or evidence. According to 

4 In the context ofaddressing Nasdaq's Proposal, I discuss whether Nasdaq's depth-of-book data 
prices are constrained by significant competitive forces within what I understand to be the regulatory 
framework for the SEC's assessment ofthe pricing ofdepth-of-book data. This is based on the 
SEC's "market-based" approach in NYSE Area fur assessing whether depth-of-book data fees are 
equitable, fair and reasonable; Nasdaq and Ordover and Bamberger are taking the same approach in 
connection with Nasdaq's Proposal. The SEC noted in NYSE Area that "reliance on competitive 
forces is the most appropriate and effective means to assess whether terms for the distribution of 
non-core data are equitable, fair and reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory." See Order 
Setting Aside Action by Delegated Authority and Approving Proposed Rule Change Relating to 
NYSE Area Data, SEC Release No. 34-59039, 73 Fed. Reg. 74770 (December 2, 2008) [hereinafter, 
"NYSE Area Ordef1, at 74781. I understand that the SEC's regulatory mandate would not permit it 
to find that high depth-of-book data fees are fair and reasonable because they may be offset by low 
prices for transaction services. 

5 See Statement, supra note 3, ft S-6, 23. 
6 See Statement, supra note 3,, 5; see also 11 6 ("Regulatory forbearance is thus fully warranted in the 

absence ofany showing that the pricing strategies will anti-competitively disadvantage rival 
platforms and some well-defined customer groups ofthe investing public."). 

7 The statute is consistent with the view that exchange-related data provide positive externalities for 
the financial markets, and that making these data widely available at fair and reasonable prices helps 
make financial markets more efficient. Individual producers ofthese data do not take these 
externalities into account in their pricing decisions. 
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Ordover and Bamberger, Nasdaq's depth-of-book data fees are constrained by 

competitive forces in three ways. First, Ordover and Bamberger claim that ''the 

existence ofalternative sources of information can be expected to constrain the prices 

platforms charge for market data.',s Second, they claim that order flow competition 

constrains depth-of-book data prices because "a platform can be expected to use its 

market data product as a tool for attracting liquidity and trading to its exchange."9 

Third, in a restatement ofthe order-flow-competition argument, they assert that 

trading services and depth-of-book data are 'joint products" the ''total" price of 

which is constrained by the ''total price oftrading on rival platforms."10 

Ordover and Bamberger made similar arguments in the context ofthe 

application by NYSE Area to charge certain fees for its depth-of-data products that is 

the subject ofthe NetCoalition decision.11 In that matter, I submitted two reports 

addressing those arguments, which I attach hereto as Exhibits A and B for the SEC's 

convenience. 12 As explained previously, and as I will explain below, Ordover and 

Bamberger's conclusions are wrong and the authors provide no meaningful factual 

support for any ofthem. 

8 See Statement, supra note 3, 't 40. 

9 See Statement, supra note 3,, 67. 

10 See Statement, supra note 3, fll9, 38 

11 In the NYSE Area matter, the SEC did not rely upon Ordover and Bamberger's reasoning in 

approving NYSE Area's fees and the D.C. Circuit did not address their arguments on appeal. See 

NetCoalition, 615 F.3d at 542 n.l6 (stating that the "total platform" theory "is not the theory of 

competition on which the SEC relied [in approving NYSE Area's proposed fees] and it may not 

press it for the first time on appeal."). 


12 Dr. DavidS. Evans, An Economic Assessment ofWhether "Significant Competitive Forces" 
Constrain an Exchange's Pricing oflts Depth-of-Book Market Data (July 10, 2008) [hereinafter 
"Evans First NYSE Area Report"]; Dr. David S. Evans, Response to Ordover And Bamberger's 
Statement Regarding the SEC's Proposed Order Concerning the Pricing ofDepth-Of-Book Market 
Data (October 10, 2008) [hereinafter, "Evans Second NYSE Area Report"]. 
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This Response is organized as follows. Section II provides relevant industry 

background and explains the fundamental characteristics ofdepth-of-book data, how 

they are used by traders, and how they are priced and sold. 

Section III addresses Ordover and Bamberger's unsupported assertion that 

alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data act as a significant competitive constraint 

on the prices that a given exchange can charge for its depth-of-book data. Ordover 

and Bamberger have not undertaken any analysis to show that this is the case. Nor 

could they make such a showing because each exchange's depth-of-book data are 

unique to that exchange and traders must purchase such data from all exchanges with 

significant depth-of-book liquidity to know how much liquidity is available at what 

prices and where. 

In Section IV, I show that Ordover and Bamberger's claim that competition 

for order flow acts as a significant competitive constraint on an exchange's pricing of 

its depth-of-book data is analytically flawed and factually inconsistent with how 

exchanges work. Depth-of-book data prices do not affect the marginal incentive to 

place orders and, therefore, do not significantly affect order-flow decisions. On the 

other hand, depth-of-book data revenue can be used to offset the costs of liquidity 

rebates and discounts that attract more order flow- as Nasdaq is now admittedly 

trying to do. 

Finally, in Section V, I show that Ordover and Bamberger's ''total return" 

analysis does not address the question ofwhether depth-of-book data fees are 

competitively constrained. Where two 'joint products" ofthe same facility are sold 

as separate products and, there are limited substitutes for one ofthe products, 

4 



competition between the producers ofthe joint product (what Ordover and 

Bamberger call "platform competition") will not prevent the exercise ofmarket 

power for that product. 

II. INDUSTRY BACKGROUND 

A. Importance of Depth-of-Book Data Following Decimalization 

Nasdaq's Proposal concerns the prices ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data. 

Depth-of-book data consist of information regarding limit orders to buy stock at 

prices lower than, or to sell stock at prices higher than, the best prices on each 

exchange.13 That is, depth-of-book data provide information on prices "below'' the 

"top ofthe book" and the number of shares being offered at those prices. Top-of

book data, by contrast, provide information on the best prices available on each 

exchange and the number of shares being offered at those prices. 14 

The importance ofdepth-of-book data has increased significantly since the 

transition to "decimalization." Prior to decimalization, stock prices were measured in 

l/16ths ofa dollar, or 6.25 cents (and 1/Sths ofa dollar before that). Starting in 2001, 

stock prices on U.S. exchanges were "decimalized," or quoted in one-cent 

increments. One of the main potential benefits ofdecimalization was the possibility 

ofdecreased spreads between the best bid and offer for a given security. On the other 

13 NYSE Area Order, supra note 4, at 74780. 
14 The SEC requires each exchange to report top-of-book data for each security, as well as data on the 

last sale of each security, to a central data processor, which then consolidates the data and 
disseminates it to market participants. The consolidated "core" data consist of(1) last sale reports on 
each security, (2) the current best bid and offer (price and number ofshares available) for each 
security on each exchange, and (3) national best bid and offer across exchanges. See NetCoa/ition, 
615 F.3d at 529. 
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hand, decimalization also resulted in a decrease in the number ofshares offered for 

trading at the top ofthe book. 

To take a simple example, prior to decimalization, a given stock could have 

been quoted at $19.9375 ($19 and 15/16ths), $20.00 or $20.0625 ($20 and 1116ths). 

Iftraders wishing to buy that stock chose to offer the closest price point to their 

target prices, then all buy orders with a target price between $19.97 and $20.03 

would be priced at $20.00. 15 And ifno buyers had a target price at or above $20.03, 

then the top ofthe book for buy orders would be at $20.00 and would consist ofall 

orders with a target price between $19.97 and $20.03. 

With decimalization, the same stock could be quoted at $19.97, $19.98, 

$19.99, $20.00, $20.01, $20.02, and $20.03. The buy orders that would have been 

offered at the $20.00 price point prior to decimalization are spread among the seven 

price points between $19.97 and $20.03 after decimalization. If the highest target 

price among buyers is, for example, at $20.03, then the top ofthe book would be at 

$20.03 and would consist only oforders with target prices between $20.025 and 

$20.035. Prior to decimalization, orders with target prices between $19.97 and 

$20.025 would have been at the top ofthe book and would have been included in the 

consolidated tape data. With decimalization, these orders would instead be below the 

top of the book and included only in depth-of-book data. 

15 Traders will not necessarily follow this strategy ofchoosing the closest price point to their target 
prices, and other factors associated with a transition to decimalization (such as a decrease in the bid
ask spread) would also affect trading decisions, but the example given is illustrative ofthe likely 
decrease in liquidity available at the top ofthe book. In addition, I note that the range of$19.97 to 
$20.03 given in the text is approximate; the exact range, $19.96875 to $20.03125, is slightly larger. 
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Decimalization therefore led to a significant decrease in the number ofshares 

available for trading at the top ofthe book and correspondingly increased the 

importance ofshares available for trading below the top ofthe book.16 This change 

meant that larger orders were less likely to be filled at the top-of-book price and 

increased the value ofdepth-of-book data, which provide important infonnation on 

the likely range ofprices at which large orders may be filled.17 

B. Importance of Depth-of-Book Data from Different Exchanges 

Each exchange's depth-of-book data reflect the limit orders placed on that 

exchange, which differ materially from the limit orders placed on other exchanges. 

That is because different traders place different orders on different exchanges. 

Depth-of-book data from Nasdaq, for example, generally reflect different limit orders 

from depth-of-book data from NYSE or Direct Edge. Ifa trader placed each order on 

all available exchanges, it would risk having the same order filled on multiple 

exchanges, which could be a costly result. The depth-of-book data from one 

exchange therefore differs materially from the depth-of-book data from other 

exchanges. 

To have a reasonably comprehensive view of liquidity below the top ofthe 

book, depth-of-book data from all exchanges with substantial depth-of-book liquidity 

are required. There are two main reasons for that fact. 

16 See NetCoa/ition, 615 F.3d at 530, n. 7; NYSE Area Order at 74780. 
17 NetCoalition, 615 F.3d at 530, n. 7; NYSE Area Order at 74780 ("With the initiation ofdecimal 
trading in 2001, however, the value to market participants of non-core data, particularly depth-of
book order data, increased''). 
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First, depth-of-book data from all exchanges with significant liquidity for a 

given security are important in making trading decisions for that security. Regulation 

NMS provides ''trade-through protection" to the displayed ''top-of-book" 

quotations.18 A "trade-through" occurs when trades in one market center are 

executed at prices inferior to those another market center is offering at the same time. 

By offering trade-through protection, Regulation NMS protects the trader against 

choosing to execute a trade on an exchange with less favorable terms and guarantees 

execution at the best price available at the top ofthe book. 

By contrast, no trade-through protection is afforded to quotations below the 

top of the book. Rather, for traders to identify the exchange on which the optimal 

price and volume are offered for a given security, and for an assessment ofthe likely 

price ofa significant order, my understanding is that they must purchase and review 

the depth-of-book data from each trading venue with significant liquidity for that 

security. In the absence of such data, for the many orders that are unlikely to be 

filled at the top ofthe book, they might miss an opportunity to route an order at lower 

cost and/or have a more accurate estimate ofthe likely price ofthe order. 

The Security Traders Association ("STA") has confirmed this marketplace 

reality. According to the STA, a broker-dealer needs the depth-of-book data from 

each significant venue on which a given security trades for a useful perspective of 

available liquidity: 

18 Effective on August 29, 2005, SEC adopted Regulation NMS, which contains four interrelated 
proposals. The "Order Protection Rule" or so-called "Trade-Through Rule", as one ofthe four 
proposals, requires trading centers to obtain the best price for investors when such price is 
represented by automated quotations that are immediately accessible. See 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/34-5l808.pdf. 
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We do not believe that the depth-of-book feeds from the various 
exchanges are fungible. Depth-of-book feeds are not substitutes for 
one another: NASDAQ's depth-of-book data for IBM will be 
different from the NYSE depth-of-book data for IBM. On the 
contrary, each depth-of-book data feed reflects the market conditions 
for a particular security on that particular venue. For a full 
appreciation ofthe liquidity available in the entire marketplace ... as 
a commercial and competitive matter, a broker-dealer needs the depth
of-book feeds from each significant venue on which the security 
trades.19 

The consequences ofa trader's not purchasing the depth-of-book data for a 

major center ofliquidity, such as Nasdaq, can be substantial. A broker-dealer 

without depth-of-book data from Nasdaq will have a materially incomplete view of 

the available volume and prices in a given security. The availability ofNYSE 

volumes and prices for that security is in no meaningful sense a substitute for the 

different Nasdaq volume and prices. 

Indeed, the broker-dealer that forgoes Nasdaq depth-of-book data could have 

significantly higher costs oftrading and may fail to make profitable trades it would 

otherwise make because it did not know about available liquidity on Nasdaq. Such 

traders would face significant competitive pressure from other traders that did 

purchase the Nasdaq depth-of-book data and demonstrate substantially superior 

results. 

Simply put, a broker-dealer cannot ignore the depth-of-book data available 

from the leading trading venues. And, as Ordover and Bamberger acknowledge, "all 

19 Bart M. Green & John Giesea, STA Comment Letter at 3 (Sept. 11, 2008), 

http://www .sec.gov/comments/34-57917/3457917 -15.pdf[hereinafter "ST A Comment Letter'']. 
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else equal, the deeper is the 'depth-of-book' infonnation on an exchange, the more 

valuable it is.'.2° 

The second reason that traders value depth-of-book data from each exchange 

with significant depth-of-book liquidity is that exchanges vary in the available 

liquidity for different securities and thus in the ability oftraders to actually 

consummate trades on those exchanges. Securities for which Nasdaq is the primary 

center of liquidity will differ from those for which NYSE or NYSE Area is the 

primary center of liquidity. For example, in October 2010, for Tape A securities (for 

which NYSE is the initial listing exchange), NYSE had about 1.9 times the volume 

oftrading that Nasdaq did, and NYSE and NYSE Area combined bad about 2.9 times 

the volume oftrading that Nasdaq did.21 Similarly, for Tape C securities (for which 

Nasdaq is the initial listing exchange), Nasdaq had about 2.2 times the volume of 

trading that NYSE Area did. For many individual securities, the differences would be 

even greater. This reinforces the fact that an asset manager seeking broad 

diversification in its equity portfolio cannot ignore either NYSE or Nasdaq or assume 

data from one exchange is a substitute for data from the other. 

20 Statement, supra note 3, 1 16. 
21 The statistics reported are for the same time period (October 2010) and using the same data source 

(BATS) as relied on by Ordover and Bamberger. See Statement, supra note 3, 1 12, n. 4; at 
http://www.batstrading.com/market_summary. For the purpose ofanalyzing competition among 
exchanges, all exchanges owned by the same corporate parent should be aggregated because they are 
controlled by the same economic agent, which seeks to maximize the profits ofthe combined 
operations. Thus, for purposes ofeconomic analysis, NYSE and NYSE Area should be considered a 
single entity. Ordover and Bamberger also report statistics for NYSE and NYSE Area combined. I 
have also reported the comparison oftrading on NYSE (exclusive ofNYSE Area) to trading on 
Nasdaq . The relative proportions oftrading volume are infonnative ofthe relative importance of 
depth-of-book data from the respective exchanges even though shares ofdepth-of-book data may 
differ from shares oftrading volume. See NYSE Area Order, supra note 3, at 74784 ("A market 
participant is likely to be more interested in other exchange and ECN products when the exchange 
selling its data has a small share oftrading volume, because the depth-of-book order data provided 
by other exchanges and ECNs will be proportionally more important in assessing market depth''). 
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A trader's need for information about a particular security can be satisfied 

only by data about that particular security. The depth-of-book data on trading in 

Microsoft are distinct from the depth-of-book data on trading in WalMart. A trader 

interested in trading Microsoft stock, perhaps because the trader believes that 

Microsoft will be highly successful in mobile phones, needs data on Microsoft 

liquidity and therefore needs depth-of-book data from the exchanges that have 

substantial liquidity in Microsoft stock. Data on liquidity for WalMart, or for that 

matter most other stocks, from one exchange would not be a significant substitute for 

data on liquidity for Microsoft on another exchange. 

C. 	Pricing of Depth-of Book Data 

Depth-of-book data are sold in monthly subscriptions and are typically based 

on a fixed monthly fee per device.22 That fixed subscription fee is independent ofthe 

volume oforders generated by the subscriber.23 The fixed fee is also independent of 

the extent to which customers use the data. Each monthly subscription provides data 

on all securities traded on an exchange, and customers are charged the same price 

whether or not they examine the depth-of-book data for one security, all securities, or 

some number in between. 

22 In addition, there may be a cap imposed by the exchange on the total monthly data fees paid by each 
company for certain types offees. There may also be per-company fees for access to the datafceds 
from the exchange's servers. See Filing ofProposed Rule Change Relating to Approval ofMarket 
Data Fees for NYSE Area Data, SEC Release No. 34-53592, 71 Fed. Reg. 33496 at 33496
33497(June 9, 2006). 

23 As I discuss below in Section IV.C, Nasdaq's proposed discount schedule, which would provide for 
higher discounts on non-professional depth-of-book data fees and trading fees for firms that place 
orders above certain specified thresholds on Nasdaq, docs not result in order-flow competition 
providing a significant competitive constraint on depth-of-book data fees. 
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An increase or decrease in the monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book 

data does not therefore change a trader's marginal cost to purchase or sell a particular 

security on a particular exchange. That is, in choosing where to place the next trade, 

an entity would not consider the cost ofthe subscription fee. Likewise, in setting the 

depth-of-book monthly subscription fee, the exchange would consider the effect of 

that fee on the marginal incentive to subscribe to depth-of-book data, but not on the 

marginal incentive to trade generally or for a particular security.24 

ill. PRICES FOR DEPm-OF-BOOK DATA FROM ONE EXCHANGE 
ARE NOT SIGND'ICANTLY CONSTRAINED BY THE 
AVAILABILITY OF DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA FROM OTHER 
EXCHANGES. 

According to Ordover and Bamberger, ''the existence ofalternative sources of 

information can be expected to constrain the prices platforms charge for market 

data."25 Ordover and Bamberger provide no factual support for that assertion, and it 

is contrary to what happens in the marketplace. 

For the reasons discussed above, depth-of-book data from exchanges with 

substantial liquidity - which obviously includes Nasdaq- are essential information 

for those traders who buy them. Each is a component of the fixed-cost base of 

trading data that must be purchased and aggregated. 

24 My position here and in my prior Reports does not assume that there is no relationship whatsoever 
between the pricing ofdepth-of-book data and the volume oforder flow. Some traders may decide 
not to use a trading venue that declines to make depth-of-book data available at all or charges an 
extremely high price for that data. However, the fixed fees paid for depth-of-book data pricing will 
not affect the traders' marginal incentives as to where to place their next buy or sen order since the 
cost ofthat trade is not affected at all by the decision to use or not use depth-of-book data that the 
trader has already purchased. 

25 See Statement, supra note 3, ~ 67. 
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To have a reasonably comprehensive view of liquidity below the top ofthe 

book, depth-of-book data from all exchanges with substantial depth-of-book liquidity 

are required. Indeed, for traders to identify the exchange that is the optimal exchange 

on which to place a large trade, they must purchase and review the depth-of-book 

data of each center of significant liquidity. Otherwise, they will have a significantly 

incomplete view of the liquidity for that particular security and might miss the 

opportunity to execute a trade for that security at a superior price. 

Even when other exchanges have some depth-of-book liquidity for a 

particular security, traders value the liquidity and pricing information available on 

Nasdaq. Significantly, traders cannot purchase depth-of-book data from Nasdaq just 

for those securities for which other exchanges have limited liquidity. Nasdaq (and 

other exchanges) offer their depth-of-book data on an ali-or-nothing basis, not by 

security. 

In short, a broker-dealer cannot ignore the depth-of-book data available from 

a major trading venue, such as Nasdaq. The existence ofdepth-of-book data from 

other exchanges does not therefore significantly constrain Nasdaq's pricing of its 

own depth-of-book data. 

IV. 	 COMPETITION FOR ORDER FLOW DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
CONSTRAIN DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA PRICING. 

In this section, I address Ordover and Bamberger's conclusion that 

competition for order flow constrains the pricing ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data. 

According to Ordover and Bamberger, that is the case because "a trading platform 

cannot generate market information unless it receives trade orders," suggesting that a 
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strong and direct relationship exists between order-flow competition and market data 

prices.26 "For this reason," Ordover and Bamberger claim, "a platform can be 

expected to use its market data product as a tool for attracting liquidity and trading to 

its exchange," thereby constraining market data prices.l7 That assertion is 

unsupported and wrong. 

A. 	The Relationship Between Order Flow Competition And the Price of Depth
of-Book Data Is Neither Strong Nor Dlreet. 

The premise ofOrdover and Bamberger's argument is that order flow and 

depth-of-book data are directly and inextricably Jinked because "a trading platform 

cannot generate market information unless it receives trade orders." 28 That assertion 

distorts the relationship between the two. 

An exchange has at least three sources ofrevenue relevant to the Proposal: 

liquidity providers, liquidity takers, and depth-of-book market data purchasers. The 

provision and taking of liquidity generates order flow and constitutes the trading 

process. Market data are a byproduct ofthe trading process. 

A strong and direct relationship exists between order flow and prices for 

liquidity providers and liquidity takers. Liquidity providers are given rebates and 

other incentives to provide liquidity to the exchanges; those price incentives directly 

affect the marginal revenue ofproviding liquidity, and, consequently, the volume of 

liquidity provided. Liquidity takers are charged for using this liquidity; those fees 

26 Statement, supra note 3,1 67. 
27 Statement, supra note 3, 167. 
211 Statement, supra note 3, 167. 
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directly affect the marginal cost oftaking liquidity and, consequently, the volume of 

liquidity taken. 

Trading venues compete to attract liquidity, which generates trading volume, 

which in turn generates trading revenues for the platform. Each trade is executed 

with respect to an individual security, and exchanges charge fees (with separate 

discounts and rebates for trade-execution services) that are determined on a 

transactional basis and are designed specifically to affect trading incentives and 

attract liquidity. Those transaction-based fees for order flow allow traders to assess 

the costs and benefits ofplacing a given trade for a given security on a given venue 

and thus affect traders' marginal incentives to direct order flow among exchanges. 

Accordingly, the prices that are relevant to attracting order flow (aside from the 

prices ofsecurities that are purchased or sold) are the transaction fees, including the 

liquidity rebates, associated with placing orders on a trading venue.29 

There is not a similar strong or direct relationship between order flow and the 

price of depth-of-book data. Consider a trader who has purchased monthly 

subscriptions to the depth-of-book data ofthe significant exchanges. As I pointed out 

above, depth-of-book data are sold as monthly subscriptions and are typically based, 

29 Nasdaq also claims that it "believes that non-professional users that are able to make use ofdepth 
data also have a degree ofknowledge about market structure that would cause them to favor limit 
orders, rather than market orders, when buying and selling. Thus, through the proposal, NASDAQ 
hopes to encourage a 'virtuous circle' in which firms route more liquidity-providing orders to 
NASDAQ and consume and distribute more data in order to receive the discount, with increased data 
distribution in tum encouraging still more liquidity provision." See Notice ofFiling and Immediate 
Effectiveness ofProposed Rule Change To Link Market Data Fees and Transaction Execution Fees, 
SEC Release No. 34-63745, 76 Fed. Reg. 4970 at 4971 (January 20, 2011) (hereinafter "Proposed 
Rule Change"]. The ''virtuous circle" claim is not analy= by Ordover and Bamberger and is 
otherwise not supported by Nasdaq. I understand that non-professional users do not generally choose 
which trading venues to direct their limit orders. There will therefore be no direct impact on orders 
placed on Nasdaq (the claimed "virtuous circlej from decisions made by non-professional users 
even if the greater consumption of depth-of-book data posited by Nasdaq takes place. 
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at least in part, on a monthly fee per device and include all securities on the 

exchange. As a result, the prices that the trader pays for placing an order on an 

exchange in a particular stock depends only on the prices that the exchange charges 

for orders and does not depend on the monthly subscription price. Moreover, when 

the trader made the decision to purchase depth-of-book data for the major exchanges, 

the trader did not know which exchange that data would later show to be the best 

trading venue having the best prices and liquidity for that stock. Whether the monthly 

subscription price is high or low does not affect, in any way, the decision on where to 

place an order.30 

Consequently, the availability of depth-of-book data do not directly lead to 

order flow because that depends mainly on what liquidity has been placed on the 

several exchanges that traders can consider and because the price oforders is 

independent of the monthly subscription price. An increase or decrease in the 

monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book data would not change a trader's 

marginal cost ofbuying or selling a particular security on a particular exchange. 

That is, in choosing where to place the next trade, a trader would not consider the 

cost ofthe subscription fee, which has already been incurred and is a fiXed amount 

that does not vary with trading activity. Contrary to Ordover and Bamberger's 

suggestion, the exchanges do not use depth-of-book data to stimulate trades, as they 

use rebates and fees for liquidity providers and takers. 

30 There is a very weak relationship between the monthly subscription price and orders. Ifan exchange 
sets the monthly subscription price so high that few traders purchase it, then the number oftraders 
placing orders on that exchange for any stock would likely be reduced. One ofthe costs ofsetting 
the subscription price too high is then the loss oforder flow revenue. See also, supra note 24. 
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Ifanything, the fact that market data is a byproduct oforder flow suggests 

that competition for order flow provides an incentive to increase the price ofthe 

depth ofbook data. Lower order flow prices generally will increase order flow, 

which, in turn, will increase the value ofdepth-of-book data. That is, by attracting 

additional order flow, an exchange will not only gain the transaction fees associated 

with the order flow, but it will also increase the amount it can charge for its depth-of

book data. 

Increased depth-of-book revenue can be used to offset the costs of liquidity 

rebates and discounts that attract order flow. Indeed, the Securities Trading 

Association observes that "raising the market data fees would enable [the exchanges] 

to pay higher rebates and thus, attract more order flow."31 We see that observation 

empirically verified in the case ofconsolidated tape data. Trading venues use 

revenue from consolidated tape data to compete for order flow. As Nasdaq states: 

"Participants in the UTP [consolidated tape] Plan have used tape fee revenues to 

establish payment for order flow arrangements with their members and customers."32 

The profit-maximizing strategy for exchanges, absent any regulatory 

requirements, would be to set lower prices for order flow, which would have the 

effect of increasing the value of, and the prices the exchanges can charge for, their 

depth-of-book data. 

31 STA Comment Letter, supra note 19, at 3. 

32 Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc., Annual Report (Fonn 10-K), at 17 (Feb. 25, 2008). 
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B. Ordover and Bamberger's Conclusion That Order-Flow Competition 
Significantly Constrains Depth-of-Book Data Pricing Is Wrong. 

Based on the premise that market data would not exist without order flow, 

Ordover and Bamberger jump to the conclusion that competition for order flow is a 

significant competitive constraint because "a platform can be expected to use its 

market data as a tool for attracting liquidity and trading to its exchange.':J3 That is 

wrong. 

Although an exchange bas an incentive to make available its depth-of-book 

data, and not to set such an exorbitant price that few potential buyers ofthe data 

would be wil1ing to pay (effectively making it unavailable), the exchange 

nevertheless can charge prices above competitive levels for those data ifthe 

exchange is not constrained by significant competitive forces in their sale and such 

data have value to customers by reflecting substantial liquidity. Once a seHer makes 

a product available, the price that the seller can charge for the product is a function of 

whether consumers value the product and whether economically significant 

substitutes are available. 

Furthermore, one would not expect pricing for market data to be constrained 

by competition for order flow. Order-flow competition implies that traders can and 

do switch easily among many alternative trading venues. That simply underscores 

the need for traders to purchase depth-of-book data from all venues with significant 

liquidity, as they will not know at the time ofthe data-purchase decision where 

33 Statement, supra note 3, 'lJ67. 
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liquidity may shift and cannot take the risk that they will miss a significant source of 

liquidity at favorable volumes and prices. 

Consider a small increase in the price ofeach product. A five percent 

increase in the monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book data would not have any 

material effect on the demand for order flow for two reasons. As noted above, the 

increase in the price ofdepth-ofbook data would have no effect on the price of, and 

therefore the marginal demand for, transactions. 

On the other hand, a five percent increase in the price oftransactions might 

well have a material effect on order flow and also on the demand for depth-of-book 

data. Increasing the price oftransactions would reduce the number oforders and 

would thereby reduce the amount of, and value of, depth-of-book data. In such a 

case, the willingness ofcustomers to pay for depth-of-book data would decline, 

especially ifthose data reflected a significant reduction in liquidity. 

An exchange with substantial liquidity therefore maintains significant 

leverage over the consumers of its depth-of-book data. That dynamic - significant 

leverage over market data customers and little or no leverage over providers and 

takers of liquidity- can result in high prices for market data through the exercise of 

significant market power over unique liquidity data, and low prices for order flow 

that reflect intense competition and the ability to use revenues from depth-of-book 

data to subsidize execution costs. 

C. The Evidence On Which Ordover And Bamberger Rely Does Not Support 
Their Conclusion That Nasdaq's "Platform" Proposal Is Constrained By 
Competitive Forces. 

As discussed above, the fees paid for depth-of-book data do not generally 

vary with the volume oforders placed on an exchange. This is one reason why 
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competition for order flow does not act as a significant competitive constraint on 

depth-of-book data prices. Indeed, the only instance ofwhich I am aware where 

there is a relationship between a firm's use ofan exchange for trading and the fees 

paid for depth-of-book data from that exchange is the current Nasdaq proposal. 

As an initial matter, the discount reflected in the Nasdaq market dala fees in 

question here applies only to data fees for non-professional users, so it has no impact 

on data fees for professional users. Even for fees for non-professional users, a 

consideration ofthe economic incentives resulting from the proposed rate schedule 

demonstrates that it does not provide for a significant competitive constraint oforder 

flow competition on depth-of-book data prices. 

Nasdaq's proposal provides for increasingly higher discounts on non

professional depth-of-book data fees and trading fees for firms that place orders 

above certain specified thresholds on Nasdaq.34 In particular, for non-professional 

depth-of-book data fees, under Nasdaq's proposal, greater use ofNasdaq for trading 

provides for higher discounts on Nasdaq's depth-of-book data fees for non

professional users. While Nasdaq's proposal is on its face a discount on the price of 

depth-of-book data for non-professional users, in terms ofNasdaq's incentives to 

attract order flow, the proposed discount scheme would provide an incentive to raise 

the undiscounted price ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data.35 A higher depth-of-book 

34 See Proposed Rule Change, supra note 29, at 4971. 

3

' The Proposal would provide a discount on the current price ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data for non

professional users for those finns that qualified for the applicable discount tiers. Ifthe view 
expressed by Nasdaq and Ordover and Bamberger that Nasdaq should be free to set its depth-of-book 
data fees at any level it wishes were accepted, Nasdaq would be able to raise the non-disoolDlted 
price of its depth-of-book data in the future. 
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data price means a larger discount for placing more orders on Nasdaq. Higher, rather 

than lower, undiscounted depth-of-book data prices will provide a greater incentive 

to place orders on Nasdaq (in terms ofthe effect ofthis proposed discount scheme). 

This does not therefore mean that the net price ofNasdaq's depth-of-book 

data for non-professional users would be significantly constrained by the competition 

for order flow. Nasdaq is simply offering a discount on market data in exchange for 

the placement oforder flow. Nor have Ordover and Bamberger provided any 

evidence or analysis that competition for order flow would act as a significant 

competitive constraint on the price ofdepth-of-book data as a result ofthe proposed 

discount scheme. 

Ordover and Bamberger also cite Nasdaq's introduction ofa cap on the "non

displayed use" ofcertain Nasdaq depth-of-book data (for use on personal computers 

and servers for analysis and processing oftrading, where the data are not displayed to 

a user), which they claim was in response to Nasdaq's concern that a member would 

move order flow from Nasdaq to a competing platform, as evidence ofthe 

constraining effect of platform competition on the price ofdepth-of-book data. 36 As 

discussed by Ordover and Bamberger, the focus of competition among exchanges in 

recent years has been for the sale oftransaction services rather than competition in 

the sale ofdepth-of-book data. Ordover and Bamberger's examples ofpricing 

competition among exchanges are almost exclusively on the prices oftransaction 

36 Statement, supra note 3, OW 29. 
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services rather than ofdepth-of-book data. 37 The only example offered of 

competition among exchanges in the use ofdepth-of-book data pricing to compete 

for order flow is the cap for non-displayed use. 

My understanding is that this example does not illustrate competition among 

exchanges in the pricing ofdepth-of book data. Rather, in the past, Nasdaq had not 

attempted to charge for the non-displayed use ofdepth-of-book data, but had recently 

become concerned about the possible shift from displayed to non-displayed use of 

depth-of-book data, such as through an increased use ofalgorithmic trading rather 

than human traders. Instead of illustrating an attempt to compete on depth-of-book 

data prices, this example illustrates an attempt to restructure its depth-of-book data 

fees and, possibly, to increase prices to broker-dealers?8 

V. 	 PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
CONSTRAINED BY INTER-PLATFORM COMPETmON. 

Ordover and Bamberger argue that inter-platform competition acts as a 

significant competitive constraint on the pricing ofdepth-of-book data. Ordover and 

Bamberger focus on the "total return" or "aggregate return" that a platform receives 

from trade execution services and depth-of-book and other market data.39 They 

37 Statement. supra note 3, 4ft 23-25. Ordover and Bamberger make reference to what they claim is 
competition with Nasdaq in the pricing of its "Last Sale" data used for display on web sites. The Last 
Sale data report the last sale price ofdifferent securities and arc not depth-of-book data. Even if 
Ordover and Bamberger's claim were correct with respect to Last Sale data, it would not indicate 
that there is competition for the pricing ofNasdaq's depth-of-book data. There is no reason to expect 
that the competitive conditions for Last Sale data displayed for informational purposes on public web 
sites would be indicative ofthose for depth-of-book data used by traders for evaluating and placing 
large orders. 

38 As I have noted in my prior reports, the fact that exchanges with significant depth-of-book liquidity 
do not face significant competitive constraints on pricing ofdepth-of-book data does not mean that 
they can increase prices indefinitely without facing customer resistance. See Evans Second NYSE 
Area Report, supra note 12, at 14-15. 

39 Statement, supra note 3, 'ft 5, 19, 28. 
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claim that the ''total price oftrading" on a platform - including the price ofexecution 

and the price ofdata- is constrained by the total price oftrading on alternative 

platforms.40 Based on that hypothesis, Ordover and Bamberger contend that Nasdaq 

should be free to set depth-of-book data prices at whatever high price it chooses 

because "an 'excessive' price" for market data would result "in lower prices for other 

products sold by the firm.',..1 

Ordover and Bamberger's claim is therefore not that the price ofdepth-of

book data will be constrained by platform competition, but rather, that an elevated 

price for depth-of-book data will be offset by a lower price for trade execution. Even 

if that were true, it is irrelevant to the statutory standard for exchange fees. The 

relevant standard suggested by the SEC is whether the price ofdepth-of-book data is 

significantly constrained by competitive forces, not whether an elevated data price 

for all customers is offset by lower trade execution prices (for some customers). 

Indeed, in the NetCoalition decision, the D.C. Circuit identified "the costs of 

collecting and distributing market data" as the relevant costs to consider in the 

competitive analysis, not the total costs ofthe trading venue or whether there were 

countervailing effects on the price oftrading services.42 The allocation ofthe total 

costs ofthe trading venue simply does not address the fundamental proposition of 

whether competition for trading services constrains the price ofmarket data. 

Ordover and Bamberger's economic argument is also fundamentally flawed. 

Even ifone assumes that depth-of-book data prices are a component ofthe ''total 

40 Statement, supra note 3,, 38. 
41 Statement, supra note 3, •pt. 
42 NetCoaluion, 615 F.3d at 537. 
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price oftrading," that component does not affect the marginal incentives ofa broker-

dealer to execute a trade, as discussed in the previous section. On the other hand, 

transaction fees can and do affect order flow decisions and thus the generation of 

valuable depth-of-book data. Thus, while inter-platform competition for trading may 

constrain the prices oftrade execution services, it does not significantly constrain 

depth-of-book data fees. As noted above, that inter-platform competition could result 

in high depth-of-book data fees cross-subsidizing low trade execution fees. 

Ordover and Bamberger further attempt to advance their "total return" 

argument by characterizing trade execution services and market data as ''joint 

products" with "joint costs" and by asserting that trading platform competition will 

necessarily constrain the total return from those joint products.43 Where two ''joint 

products" ofthe same facility are sold as separate products and in separate 

proportions, if there is market power in one ofthe products, the price ofthat product 

will not be competitively constrained by "platform competition." 

A classic example ofjoint products with joint costs is the production ofwool 

and mutton, to which Ordover and Bamberger and Nasdaq refer numerous times. 

Wool and mutton are joint products ofa sheep, and many ofthe costs ofproducing 

both products {i.e., the care, feeding, and handling ofthe sheep) are the same. 

However, the demand conditions for wool are independent ofthose for mutton. There 

is no relationship between the final demand for wearing sweaters and that for eating 

lamb chops. 

43 Statement, supra note 3, 4J 5 ("Competition among trading platforms can be expected to constrain 
the aggregate return each platform earns from its sale ofthe array of its products, including the joint 
products at issue here, which are execution services and proprietary data. •. .j. 
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Suppose, for example, that market conditions are such that only one finn can 

produce desirable wool (because its sheep have much better wool than its 

competitors' sheep), while many firms can produce desirable mutton (ifwe assume 

the mutton from all sheep is perfectly substitutable). Under those conditions, the 

competition to produce mutton, however intense it might be, will not significantly 

constrain the monopoly wool producer's pricing ofwool. If other firms cannot 

produce wool of satisfactory quality, the monopoly wool producer will face no 

competition in the pricing ofwool, even as the pricing ofmutton faces intense 

competition. Our point here is that the existence ofjoint costs for joint products does 

not ensure a particular competitive outcome in either product market. 

Ordover and Bamberger appear to agree with this elementary point, but argue 

that "competitive concerns" are "not present here because, as we have seen, other 

exchanges have been able to enter, flourish, and divert business from NASDAQ.'..w 

But Ordover and Bamberger do not provide any basis for their assertion that there is 

no reason for concern over Nasdaq's depth-of-book data pricing because other 

platforms are able to compete for order flow. And, in fact, intense competition 

among trading platforms could result in all ofthem choosing to adopt high prices for 

depth-of-book data and low prices for transaction services. That would not be 

consistent with the objectives ofthe Exchange Act. 

Moreover, as Ordover and Bamberger acknowledge, "all else equal, the 

deeper is the 'depth-of-book' information on an exchange, the more valuable it is.'.45 

44 Statement, supra note 3 '! 41. 
45 Statement, supra note 3, , 16. 
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As I discussed in Section II above, there are significant differences in the volume of 

trading across exchanges and the value ofthe depth-of-book data on different 

exchanges. Such an outcome is compatible with significant competition for order 

flow among exchanges. 

Indeed, when new trading platforms such as BATS and Direct Edge entered, 

they started with no trading volume and no market data ofvalue. This substantial 

disadvantage with respect to depth-of-book data relative to NYSE and Nasdaq did 

not prevent BATS and Direct Edge from competing for order flow. That is, there is 

no basis for Ordover and Bamberger's claim that market power in depth-of-book data 

would necessarily be reflected in significantly diminished competition for order flow. 

As I have explained, in the case oftrading venues, competition for order flow 

does not significantly constrain depth-of-book data pricing even if they are viewed as 

joint products. Regardless ofcompetitive conditions for trade execution, an 

exchange can charge supracompetitive prices for depth-of-book data if the exchange 

does not face significant competitive constraints in the sale of such data and such 

data have value by reflecting substantial liquidity. As demonstrated in Sections III 

and IV above, that is the case here.46 

Finally, even ifOrdover and Bamberger's ''total products" theory were 

correct, consumers that purchase little or no trade execution services from Nasdaq 

would pay elevated prices for depth-of-book data with little or no offset from lower 

46 See also Evans First NYSE Area Report, supra note 12. 
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trade execution prices. The prices paid by those customers would not be constrained 

by significant competitive forces. 

VI. 	 CONCLUSION 

The fundamental problem with Ordover and Bamberger's argument is that it 

is simply not relevant to the matter before the SEC. Their basic argument is that 

competition between exchanges results in the elimination ofprofit and makes their 

total prices track their total costs. Ifexchanges charge high prices for depth-of-book 

data, they would charge low prices for order flow or something else. Whether that is 

true or not-and Ordover and Bamberger provide no evidence that it is-it is 

irrelevant to the question before the SEC. An outcome in which ''platfonn" 

competition results in high-priced data that is used to subsidize order flow does not 

show that those data prices are fair and reasonable. 

Nothing about sheep, mutton and wool salvages the flaw in this argument. 

The sheep market happens to be intensely competitive in mutton and wool. But that 

does not mean that all businesses based on joint products are competitive in both. As 

noted above, if only a handful of farmers had good wool for sweaters, those fanners 

could have market power in wool even though they were selling mutton on a 

competitive market. 

The fact is that exchanges, which are the subject ofthis proceeding, are quite 

different from sheep. Only Nasdaq can supply the depth-of-book data that traders 

need for assessing whether they should trade on Nasdaq and elsewhere. Nasdaq has 

incentives to charge high prices for those data and in fact to use the revenue from that 

data to subsidize order flow. Nasdaq's depth-of-book data prices are not constrained 

by competitive forces and nothing that Ordover and Bamberger say changes that fact. 
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L INTRODUCTION1 

NYSE Area, Inc. (Exchange) requested that the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) approve a proposed rule change (the "Proposal'') that would 

allow the Exchange to establish certain fees for depth-of-book market data (also 

known as unconsolidated, or non-core, data).2 The SEC has issued a Notice that 

presents a Proposed Order to approve that request and the SEC's basis fordoing so.3 

In the Proposed Order, the SEC descnoes what it calls a ''market-based" 

approach to its oversight ofdepth-of-book data pricing and other terms.4 The SEC 

bases its analysis on whether the exchange is subject to "significant competitive 

forces'.s in setting the terms, including any applicable fees, of its proposal for 

unconsolidated data. If it believes the answer is yes, then the SEC will approve the 

proposal unless it determines there is a "substantial countervailing basis to find that 

the terms nevertheless fail to meet an applicable requirement of the Exchange Act or 

the rules thereunder. ·o6 If it believes that the answer is no, then the SEC will require 

the exchange to provide "a substantial basis, other than competitive forces, in its 

proposed rule change demonstrating that the terms ofthe proposal are equitable, fair, 

reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory."7 

Based on this framework, the SEC presents its preliminary findings with 

respect to the Exchange's Proposal. The SEC concludes that "[a}t least two broad 

types ofsignificant competitive forces applied to NYSE Area in setting the terms of 

1 This Report was prepared at the request ofNetCoalition. 

2 Filing ofProposed Rule Change Relating to Approval of Market Data Fees for NYSB An:a Data, SBC Release 

No. 34-S39S2, 71 FR 33496 (June 9, 2006). Aa Idiscuss below, for the purpose ofanalyzing competition among 

exchanges, all exchanges owned by the same oorporate parent should be aggregated because they are controlled 

by the same economic agent, which seeks to maximize the profits oflhe combined operations. Thus, for purposes 

ofeconomic analysis, NYSB Area and NYSB should be considered a single entity, NYSB Group. 

3 Proposed Order Approving Proposal by NYSBAR:a, Inc. to Establish Fees for Certain Market Data and Request 

for Comment, SEC Release No. 34-S7917, 73 Feel. Reg. 327Sl (June 4, 2008) (hereinafter "Proposed Order"]. 

4 /d. at 32761. 

5 ld. at 32762. For the purposes ofthis Report, I am assuming as correct lhe standard that is specified in the 

Proposed Order-that proposed terms for the sale ofdept)Hif-book data are "equitable, fair, reasonable, and not 

unreasonably discriminatory" if those terms are subject to "significant competitive fon:es." In particular, I am not 

addressing whether depth-of-book data ncccssarily co~ a relevant antitrust madcct but am addressing oDly 

whether "significant competitive forces" would necessarily constrain the setting ofdepth-of-book fees by the 

exchanges and thereby prevent the exercise of11181'kd power over those fees. 

6/d. 

7/d. 



its Proposal!.a One source ofcompetitive constraint claimed by the SEC is the .. 
·' 
< 	

availability ofalternatives to an exchange's depth-of-book data. The other source is 

competition for order flow among trading venues, including exchanges, electronic 

communication networks (ECNs) and alternative trading systems (ATSs). 

This Report examines whether the SEC's conclusion is sound as a matter of 

economics and whether it is supported by the evidence the SEC presents. I have 

been asked to assume that the SEC is correct that competition exists for order flow 

and to address the question ofwhether that asswned competition would preclude an 

exchange from exercising significant market power over the pricing ofdepth-of-book 

market data.9 

I find that the SEC's preliminary conclusion regarding the existence of 

significant competitive constraints on the Exchange's pricing ofdepth-of-book data 

is not supported by the analysis and evidence that the SEC presents. On the contrary, 

the economics and evidence indicate that 

• 	 the Exchange likely has significant market power over the pricing of its 

depth-of-book market data; 

• 	 the availability ofthe altemative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the 

SEC identifies would not constrain that market power; and 

• 	 competition for order flow would not constrain that market power. 

The remainder of this Report is organized as follows. Section II explains the 

flaws in the SEC's conclusion that economically significant alternatives to an 

exchange's depth-of-book data exist and that such alternatives constrain the 

exchange's pricing of its depth-of-book data. Section III explains the flaws in both 

I Jd. at 32763. 
9 Madcet power ~fers to the ability to charge a price that exceeds the price that would be charJed UDder 
competitive conditions. See DENNIS W. CAsu.roN &JEFFREY M. PliRLOFP, MODERNINDUSTJUAL O!lCIANIZATION 
642 (411> ed. 2005). Since most firms have some limited market power, economists typically focus on sipificant 
marbt power. Under the Horlzonllll Merger Gllldellnes, the ability to raise price above the competitive level by 
5-10 pen:ent for a sustained period oftime Is considered sipificant market power. See U.S. DEP'T. OF JumCI! 
AND TilE FED. TRADE O>MM'N, HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDELINES (1992, Revised 1997). 
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the SEC's premise and conclusion that competition for order flow constrains the 

pricing ofdepth-of-book data. Section IV concludes . 

. II. 	 THE ALTERNATIVES IDEN'I'IFIED BY THE SEC DO NOT 
SIGNIFICANTLY CONSTRAIN THE PRICING OF AN 
EXCHANGE'S DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA AND ARE NOT 
SUBSTITUTES. 

The SEC concludes that alternative sources of information "impose 

significant competitive pressures on an exchange in setting fees for its depth-of-book 

order data. " 10 It identifies four categories ofdata that are supposedly alternatives that 

constrain an exchange in pricing its depth-of-book data: 

1. 	 depth-of-book data from other trading venues; 

2. 	 the exchange's own consolidated data; 

3. 	 "pinging'' the various markets by routing oversized marketable limit 

orders; and 

4. 	 the threat of independent distribution ofdepth-of-book data by securities 

firms and data vendors. 11 

A. 	 The SEC Does Not Adequately Support Its Claims ofAlternative 
Products. 

The SEC does not present any evidence to support its claim that the four 

alternatives that it identifies are in fact economic substitutes for depth-of-book data 

that would constrain an exchange's pricing of that data. Ordinarily, an analysis of 

whether two products are substitutes for each other would consider whether 

consumers would readily switch between products in response to changes in relative 

prices. The SEC provides no evidence that any of the alternative sources ofdata it 

mentions are treated as substitutes by marlcet participants, allow market participants 

10 Proposed Older, supra note 3, at 32766. 
II Id. at 32765. 
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to achieve the same objective, or have similar costs. The SEC simply lists 

alternatives and asserts that they are substitutes. That is not enough. 

Common and well-accepted methods are used to determine whether products 

are sufficiently close substitutes such that an increase in the price of one product 

would lead consumers to substitute another product and thereby make that price 

increase unprofitable. A basic inquiry is whether products serve the same pwpose 

from the standpoint of the customer. If a consumer were considering the substitutes 

for a BMW, she probably would not consider a bicycle as a substitute because, for 

virtually all uses, a BMW and a bicycle do not serve the same pwposes in a 

reasonably interchangeable way. Even within the category ofautomobiles, low-end 

automobiles such as Kias may not be substitutes for high-end cars such as BMWs·I 
·I because potential buyers ofBMWs would not usually consider a Kia as a reasonably 
i 

substitutable alternative to a BMW. 

As an alternative to the principle of reasonable interchangeability, the SSNIP 

{small but significant non-tmnsitory increase in price) test is commonly used by the 

U.S. Department ofJustice, the Federal Trade Commission, the E\D"'pean 

Commission, and many other competition authorities to identify which products are 

sufficiently close substitutes so as to constrain the exercise ofmarket power.12 The 

SSNIP test poses the hypothetical question ofwhether a producer could profitably 

increase the price ofa product or group ofproducts by 5-l0 percent above the 

competitive level. If it is poSSible, then that product or group ofproducts constitutes 

a marlcet and products outside that market are not sufficiently strong substitutes to 

defeat an attempted price increase. If it is not possible, then other products must 

provide good enough substitutes and should be included in the marlret as competitive 

forces that constrain the exercise ofmarlcet power. 

The SEC neither purports to define a relevant market nor presents any 

evidence that demonstrates that its proffered alternatives to an exchange's depth-of

book data are reasonably interchangeable with such data or would constrain the 

12 ElNER EUIAUOE & DAMIEN GERADIN, GLoBAL C0MPETrnoN LAw AND EcoNOMICS 287-288 (2007). 
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pricing ofsuch data under the SSNIP (or any other) test. AB I discuss next, none of 

those alternatives is likely a significant constraint on the exchanges' pricing ofdepth

of-book data. 

B. 	 The Alternative Sources ofDepth-of-Book Data Identified by the 
SEC Are Likely Not Substitutes for an Exchange's Depth-of-Book 
Data. 

The purpose of assessing whether substitutes exist for NYSE Area (or any 

other exchange's) depth-of-book data is to identify products that will act as 

competitive constraints ifthe Exchange attempts to exercise market power in its 

pricing ofdepth-of-book data. The relevant substitutes must therefore come from 

independent competitors that set prices independently ofthe Exchange. Ifanother 

potential source ofdepth-of-book data is controlled by the same corporate entity, that 

product does not provide an effective competitive constraint-the corporate entity's 

profit-maximizing incentive is to coordinate the pricing ofboth products, not to use 

one to compete with the other.13 

For the purposes ofanalyzing market power over depth-of-book data, the 

combined share ofNYSE and NYSE Area is relevant, not their respective individual 

shares. The pricing ofdepth-of-book data for both NYSE and NYSE Area are 

controlled by the same corporate entity, NYSE Group. To the extent that, 

hypothetically, a price increase in NYSE Area's depth-of-book data results in shifts 

to purchases ofNYSE's depth-of-book data, those are revenues that are retained by 

the same corporate entity. 

The SEC observes that NYSE and NYSE Area "operate as separate trading 

centers with separate limit order books, and each distributes its depth-of-book order 

data separately for separate fees."14 That is beside the point. Even ifNYSE and 

13 For that reason, related c:orporate entities arc treated as a single economic actor fur antitrust purposes. Cf. 
Coppuweld Corp. v.lndependence 'lUbe Corp., 467 U.S. 7S2. 769-72 (1984). In Copperweld. the SUpreme 
Court rightly observed lbat, where entities arc not "separate economic actors pursuing separate economic 
inteRSts," they should be CODSiderecl"a sinJle ac:tor" on the 1111Uketplace. Jd at 769-70. The Court ftuther stated 
that "there can be little doubt that the operations ofa corporate enterprise organized into divisions must be~ 
as the conduct ofa single actor. . • • A division within a colpOnde structure punuc::s the common interests ofthe 
wbole, rather than interests separate from those ofthe corporation itself:" ld at 770. 
14 Proposed Order, supra note 3, at 32763, n.184. 
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NYSE Area are operated as separate exchanges, the same corporate entity controls 

and profits from both exchanges and will coordinate the pricing ofthe two. 

Aggregating the shares ofdistinct products sold by the same firm is the routine 

practice in merger review and in the antitrust case law. 

I now consider the four data sources tbat the SEC claims are utematives that 

significantly constrain the pricing ofan exchange's depth-of-book data. 

. , 
i 	 1 . Depth-of-book data from other trading venues 

The SEC first asserts that depth-of-book data from other trading venues 

· r 	 constrain the Exchange's pricing of its own depth-of-book data. At the outset, we 

note that each exchange's depth-of-book data are unique to that exchange. Depth-of

book data from NYSE, for example, reflect different orders from depth-of-book data 

from Nasdaq or BATS or Direct Edge. To have a reasonably comprehensive picture 

of liquidity below the top of the book, depth-of-book data from all exchanges with 

substantial trading are required. That proposition underlies the rules and regulations 

that have led to the consolidated tape-i.e., the requirement that all trading venues 

contribute their data so that the national-best-bid-and-offer and the last-transaction 

data can be compiled and displayed to the investment community. 

In addition, depth-of-book data from different trading venues reflect liquidity 

of substantially different magnitudes and quality. Nasdaq and NYSE Group, for 

example, operate by far the leading exchanges for trading in U.S.-listed equities. 

Based on the statistics reported by the SEC for December 2007, NYSE accounts for 

22.6 percent ofall trading volume and NYSE Area accounts for 15.4 percent. Thus, 

the NYSE Group accounts for 38.0 percent ofall tmding volume.15 Nasdaq accounts 

for 29.I percent ofall trading volume.16 NYSE Group and Nasdaq control the only 

15 ld. at 32763 (Table 1). NYSE is in the process ofacquiring the American Stock Exchange. which IICCOIIIIts for 
a ftutbcr 0.8 pera:nt Press Rel~ NYSE Euronellt, NYSE Euronext to Acquire the American Stock Exchange 
(Jan. 18, 2008), avalltzble at http://www.nyse.com/pressll20056123S016.h1ml. 
16 Jd. at 32763 (Table 1). Nasdaq has also annowx:ed the pending acquisition ofthe Philadelphia Stock 
Exchange, which llCCOUDIS for a f\uther 0.1 pen:ent See Press Rei~ NASDAQ, NASDAQ to Acquire 
Philadelphia Stock Exchange (Nov. 7, 2007), avmlable at 
http://www.nasdaq.comlnewsroorn/newsfnewsrooi1UiewsStory.asp~CQPMZ200711070730P 
R.IMZONEFULLFEED130788.htm&yeaJ-11/07/2007%20f-7%3a30AM. 
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trading venues ofany significant size. While there are smaller trading venu~ 

primarily BATS and Direct Edge-they account for substantially less trading 

volume. 

In analyzing market power over depth-of-book data, it is important to 

recognize that the depth-of-book data for a given stock are unique. The depth-of

book data on trading in AT&T are distinct from the depth-of-book data on trading in 

Google. A trader interested in trading AT&T stock needs data on AT&T trading-if 

one exchange has a significant share oftrading in AT&T, data from another 

exchange that bas a significant share of trading in Google is not directly pertinent to 

the AT&T investment decision. 

The dominance ofNYSE Group and Nasdaq in pertinent liquidity is even 

more apparent when we consider sepamtely trading in NYSE-listed and Nasdaq

listed stocks. For trading in NYSE-listed stocks in December 2007, NYSE Group 

exchanges had a 53.6 percent share and Nasdaq had a 18.4 share. 17 By contrast, the 

SEC reported shares for BATS of5.1 percent and for Direct Edge of3.0 percent for 

trading in NYSE-listed stocks. 18 For trading in Nasdaq-listed stocks in December 

2007, Nasdaq had a 45.4 percent share and NYSE Group had a 14.8 peroent share.19 

By contrast, the SEC reported shares for BATS of7.9 percent and for Direct Edge of 

6.9 percent.20 

A broker-dealer interested in depth-of-book data is unlikely to ignore the 

depth-of-book data available from the leading trading venues. The value of the 

depth-of-book data from trading venues that have a significant share oftrading 

volume in a significant group ofsecurities is higher than the value ofdepth-of-book 

data from a trading venue that does not have such a share. 

The availability ofdata from other trading venues therefore does not 

effectively constrain the prices that significant venues can charge. This finding is 

17 I have used du: same source and time period for these shares as reported by the SEC. Set! AreaVision, 

availoble at http://www.arcavision.com. NYSE had a share of41.2% while NYSE An:a had a share of 12.4%. 

11 Proposed Order, supro note 3, at 32763. 

19 See An:aVision, availoble at http://www.arcavision.com. NYSE does not offer trading ofNasdaq-listed stocks. 

:10 Proposed Older, supro note 3, at 32763. 
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confirmed by the asymmetry that the SEC acknowledges in the pricing ofdepth-of

book data by different trading venues. 21 Venues without significant liquidity in a 

substantial number of securities may have difficulty charging significant (or any) 

prices for their market data and may have difficulty getting their market data 

distn"buted (in the absence ofregulatory requirements) while venues with significant 

liquidity-NYSE Group and Nasc:laq--am and do charge si~cant prices for their 

data as I discuss further below. 

2. Consolidated data 

The SEC's second claimed alternative is consolidated data. The consolidated 

data consist of the national best bid and offer for a stock and the last sale for a stock 

reported in any market 22 Depth-of-book data, however, reflect liquidity below the 

top-of-book that is different from, and in addition to, the liquidity reflected by 

consolidated data. As NYSE Area explains: 

Now more than ever, in order to see and estimate true marlcet 
liquidity, you need to look beyond just the top ofbook price. When 
comparing all available liquidity at the inside to ArcaBook, you'11 see 
that within five cents of the NBBO, ArcaBook data may provide six 
times more liquidity than is offered by all market centers' top ofbook 
at the market inside.23 

The customers that purchase depth-of-book data are those that need the 

significant additional information on liquidity provided by depth-of-book data.24 No 

rational purchaser would pay significant fees in excess-of the fees that he or she pays 

for consolidated data to acquire depth-of-book data if the two were good substitutes. 

21 ld at 32769; see also Section mfor a discussion of this issue. 

22 ld at 32770. 

23 See ArcaBook: Speed, Depth and Value at a Competitive Price, aWJllable at 

htlp:llwww.nyxdata.com/nysedataiDeslttopModulelr/Bring2mindiDMXIDownload.aspx?Portalld..o&Bntryld=609 
s. 
24 1bc SBC also states that "only 19,000 professional users purchase Nasdaq's dcplh-of-book data product and 
420,000 professional users purchase core data in Nasdaq-listed stocks." (As I discuss below, see infra note 41, 
this figure may UDdcrstate the number ofprofessional users ofall ofNasdaq's dcplb.-of-book data products.) The 
SBC believes tbat this strongly suggests that no c:xclumge bas monopoly pricing power for its depth-of-book data 
because the substantial ~rity ofprofessional users either do not believe they need the data or that the cost 
exceeds the value they place on the data. That is the wrong conclusion to draw. Monopolists commonly set 
prices to restrict oulplt-dte fact that a monopolist is selling only to a subset ofpotential customcn is consistent 
with its having act prices above competitive levels so that only those that value its product highly will pun:basc 
the product. 
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Ifthe price ofdepth-of-book data were increased, the oonsumers ofthose data would 

not increase their purchases of consolidated data since they already consume those 

data and the data do not reflect additional liquidity. Likewise, ifthe price ofdepth

of-book data were decreased, the consumers ofthose data would not likely purchase 

less consolidated data. Thus, consolidated and depth-of-book data are not economic 

substitutes and the former cannot constrain the pricing of the latter. 

3. "Pinging" 

"Pinging" orders are "oversized 11181ketable limit orders [designed] to ~ 

an exchange's total liquidity available at an order's limit price or better.n2.5 Pinging 

orders are used to expose liquidity that is hidden in reserve orders on an exchange. A 

pinging order will execute against any hidden liquidity, and thus reveal depth 

information that is not available from the exchange's depth-of-book data. Pinging 

orders find liquidity that is not displayed. They do not gather information on depth

of-book data that are available for purchase. 

The SEC asserts that the use ofpinging may be expanded into a viable 

substitute for an exchange's depth-of-book data. The SEC appears to argue that, 

because pinging orders extract data that are not available from the exchange's depth

of-book data, and is superior in that respect, pinging can also serve as a substitute to 

the depth-of-book data. But the SEC has provided no evidence that pinging provides 

a viable alternative that would significantly constrain the pricing of depth-of-book 

data by the exchanges. 

In fact, pinging does not appear capable ofreplicating an exchange's depth

of-book data. First, pinging places limit orders that incur the risk ofexecution to 

gather the data. H the execution is not optimal, the trade can involve a cost greater 

than the marlcet data. 

Second, the information on liquidity returned from a pinging order is 

substantially different from the information provided by an exchange's depth-of

25 Proposed Onler, Sllpf'Q DOte 3, at 3276S. 
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book data. When a pinging order is executed, the execution reveals only that the 

~· number ofshares specified in the order were available at the specified price. The 

executed order does not indicate whether more liquidity at that price was available or 

whether any liquidity beyond that price remains available. 

Alternatively, when a pinging order is not executed, one knows only that the 

specifically requested liquidity at that price is not available. But that information 

does not indicate ifa lesser amount of liquidity at or beyond that price is available. 

Pinging is thus an inferior substitute, ifa substitute at all, for depth-of-book 

data. Despite the SEC's suggestion, an increase in the price ofdepth-of-book data 

would not plausibly result in a significant increase in pinging, and a decrease in the 

price ofdepth-of-book data would not plausibly result in a significant decrease in 

pinging. The SEC has not presented any evidence to the contrary. 

4. CoDaboradon 

The SEC's claim that the threat ofpotential entry by a collaborative venture 

ofsecurities firms currently imposes a significant competitive constraint on the 

Exchange's pricing of its depth-of-book data is speculative, implausible, and 

unsubstantiated. 

The U.S. Department ofJustice and the Federal Trade Commission's 

Horizontal Merger Guidelines require entry to be ''timely, likely, and sufficient in its 

magnitude, character and scope to deter or counteract'' attempts to exercise market 
26 power. To be timely, entry needs to take place within two years.27 To be likely, 

entry needs to be profitable at competitive prices. 28 And to be sufficient, entry needs 

to deter or counteract the exercise ofmarket power. 29 

26 U.S. DEP'T. OF JumCB AND nn; FED. TRADE COMM'N., HORIZONTAL MERGER. GUIDELINES§ 3.0 (1992, Revised 

1997). 

Z1 /d.§ 3.2. 

za /d. §3.3. Specific:ally, the Horizontal Mugu Guidelines use profitability at piC--mapr prices as the relevant 
standard. 
Z9 /d. §3.4. 
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The SEC has provided no evidence that the threat ofentry by a collabomtive 

effort is timely, likely or sufficient so as to impose a current competitive constmint 

on the Exchange's pricing ofdepth-of-book data. In tact, securities firms almost 

certainly could not successfully collabomte in a timely and sufficient manner so as to 

impose a significant constraint on the ability of the Exchange to exercise marlcet 

power over its depth-of-book data. 

Consider the hurdles and expense that the securities firms would face to 

provide complete depth-of-book data through collaboration. To provide such depth

of-book data, hundreds of securities firms would have to come together, agree to join 

a collaborative effort, and provide the depth-of-book data on a timely basis. To form 

a collaborative enterprise, one or more securities firms would have to act as 

entrepreneurs to organize their direct competitors, enlist still other securities fums in 

the venture, establish govemance aDd voting structures, and form an on-going joint 

venture that compiles and distributes comprehensive data on a timely basis. The 

organizational costs ofdoing so are likely prohibitive. 

The competing fums, which are diverse, would also have to agree how to 

split the costs and revenues associated with supplying the depth-of-book data. The 

process of securing such an agreement on acceptable business terms would likely be 

time-consuming, challenging, and costly. Forming successful joint ventures oftwo 

firms is ordinarily difficult; forming one among hundreds ofcompetitors would be 

more difficult by far. For example, the venture may fail ifonly one significant 

securities firm refuses to participate or iflarge securities firms, recognizing this, 

refuse to participate in the absence ofreceiving a disproportionate share of the net 

benefits. In addition, the joint venture would have to address the numerous 

regulatory issues associated with coUabomtions among direct competitors. 30 

Even if the large competitor collaboration could be formed, its product may 

be ofa quality that is inferior to that ofthe exchanges. To serve as an economically 

relevant substitute for depth-of-book products, the hypothetical collaboration's 

30 See. e.g., U.S. DEP'T. OF JUSTICE AND 11IE FED.TllADE COMM'N, AlltilniSt Gullhlinu for Colloboratlons Among 
Competitl)n (April 2000). 
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depth-of-book data must be substantially comprehensive across exchanges, which in 

tum would require virtually industry-wide participation. In the likely event that the 

hypothetical collaboration's depth-of-book product is not substantially 

comprehensive, its incomplete information on available liquidity may well not serve 

as a viable substitute for an exchange's complete offering. 

Moreover, the exchange would have to believe that the collaborative effort 

could provide the depth-of-book data at such a price that the exchange would not be 

able to exercise market power. The collabomtive venture, however, would face a 

significant cost disadvantage relative to the exchanges. The exchanges obtain the 

depth-of-book data for free as a byproduct of their being SROs. The collaborative 

venture would collect the depth-of-book data at a higher cost and less efficiently than 

the exchanges. The collaborative venture would therefore confront ·a higher cost 

structure with greater logistical cballenges than those ofan exchange and, as a result, 

would not likely impose a significant constmint on the Exchange's pricing ofdepth

of-book data. 

S. 	 Summary on the availability of substitutes 

Competition authorities and courts consider the availability ofonly close 

substitutes----ones that consumers would, in fact, tum to in the face ofa price 

increase-as constmints on the exercise of significant market power. The SEC's 

analysis ignores that established framework and asserts, with no economic or factual 

basis, that seveml alternatives are substitutes for the depth-of-book data. The SEC 

seems to further assume that any degree of substitution (e.g., bicycles for cars as 

modes of transportation) can constrain market power without any considemtion of 

whether the prodlicts at issue are reasonably interchangeable for the relevant end use 

or whether one can defeat a price increase of the other. 
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m. 	 COMPETITION FOR ORDER FLOW DOES NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
CONSTRAIN THE EXCHANGE'S DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA 
PRICING. 

In this section, I consider whether competition for order flow significantly 

constrains the pricing ofan exchange's depth-of-book data, the other supposed 

competitive constraint that the SEC has identified in the Proposed Order. The SEC 

has claimed that competition for order flow and the pricing ofdepth-of-book data are 

''two sides ofthe same coin" and, therefore, competition for order flow is a 

significant constraint on any market power the exchanges possess over depth-of-book 

data. Both the SEC's premise and its conclusion are wrong. 

A. 	 The SEC's Premise that Order Flow and Depth-of-Book Data Are 
"Two Sides of the Same Coin" Is Wrong. 

The lynchpin of the SEC's argument is that order flow competition and 

depth-of-book data are ''two sides of the same coin" insofar as a strong and direct 

relationship exists between the two. That is wrong. The relationship between the 

two is neither strong nor direct. 

An exchange has at least three sources of revenue relevant to the Proposed 

Order: liquidity providers, liquidity takers, and depth-of-book market data 

purohasers. The provision and taking of liquidity generates order flow and 

constitutes the trading process. Market data are a byproduct ofthe trading process. 

A strong and direct relationship exists between order flow and prices for 

liquidity providers and liquidity takers. Liquidity providers are given rebates and 

other incentives to provide liquidity to the exchanges; those price incentives directly 

affect the volume of liquidity provided. Liquidity takers are charged for using this 

liquidity; those fees directly affect the volume of liquidity taken. 

Depth-of-book data, by contrast, are a byproduct of the process ofproviding 

and taking liquidity (i.e., order flow). Depth-of-book data do not directly lead to 

order flow and they are not priced to encourage order flow. Rather, depth-of-book 

data pricing reflects the value of the information provided--that is, the extent of 

liquidity disclosed. Exchanges charge fixed fees for each person using the data 
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independent of the amount ofomers generated by that individual. Finns responsible 

for high trading volume are charged the same as firms that use the data for research 

purposes and do not trade at all.31 I explain these points in more detail below. 

An exchange•s trading platform depends on the participation of traders. 

Some trading participants provide liquidity to the exchange and other trading 

participants take liquidity. A trade takes place only when a party offering to buy or 

sell at a given price meets another party that is willing to take the other side of the 

trade at that price. (Traders may be both liquidity providers and liquidity takers at 

different times for different trades.) Liquidity providers and takers are not 

symmetric, however. in their importance to the platform. The providers of liquidity 

attract users ofliquidity, as well as other providers of liquidity, all ofwhich generate 

trading activity for the platform. 

We therefore expect prices to favor the side that is more important-orders 

that provide liquidity.32 And, in fact, we observe pricing practices that offer 

significant incentives for liquidity providers. NYSE and Nasdaq, for example, both 

pay rebates to liquidity providers. For NYSE. in 2007, liquidity rebates to1aled $626 

million, in comparison with its net revenues of$317 million from fees for trading and 

access to the trading platform.33 For Nasdaq, in 2007, liquidity rebates totaled 

$1,050 million, in comparison with its net revenues of$322 million from fees for 

trading and access to the trading platform. 34 

31 Indeed, the Proposed Order &Uggests that charging differing pric::es for marlcet data depending on the 

purchaser's placement oforder flow may be unreasonably disc:rimlnatory. See Proposed Order, supra note 3, at 

32762, 32768. Our point ben!, however, is that fees are cum:ntly structured in a IDIIJIIJel' that docs not have a 

direct effect on order flow. 

32 Jcan..awtes R.odJet & Jean nrolc, Two-Sided Markels: A Progress Rqort, 37 RAND J. Ofl EcoN. 645 (2006). 

11 NYSE Euroncxt, Annual Report (Form 10-K) (March 25, 2008). Gross revenues for NYSE Group In the 

United States related to c:aab trading were $1,165 million in 2007, with net revenues of$317 million after $626 

million in liquidity rebates (including paymeDts to specialists) and $222 mlllion in routing and clearillg fees. 

(NYSE Group also received $86 million related to derivatives trading.) 

34 Nasdaq OMX Group. Inc., Annual Report (Fonn I 0-K) (Feb. 25, 2008). Gross rcvawes for Nasdaq in the 

United States related to trading wr.rc $1,903 miUion in trading fees and $77 million in platform aa;ca fees. 

Nasdaq bad net trading related rcvawes of$322 million after $1,050 million in liquidity rebates, $35 mlllion in 

tape fees revenue sbarcd with market participants for placing orders and reporting trades to Nasdaq (under two 

separate programs), and $575 DU11ion in brokerage, c1C81811Ce and cxc:hanp fees. 
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Smaller trading venues offer even more aggressive liquidity rebates. For 

example, the BATS ECN pays a $0.0024 rebate per executed share for orders that 

add liquidity for Tapes A and C securities and charges a $0.0025 fee per executed 

share for orders that remove liquidity. 35 That is, of the $0.0025 transaction fee it 

receives from the taker ofliquidity, it pays $0.0024 out to the trader that provided the 

liquidity. For Tape B secwities, BATS pays more in a rebate ($0.0030) than it takes 

as a transaction fee ($0.0025). 

NYSE Area recently announced similar pricing. For Tape A and C securities, 

the pricing structure is inverted, including a rebate of$0.0028 for orders that add 

liquidity and a fee of$0.0027 for orders that take liquidity. For Tape B secwities, 

the rebate is $0.0023 for orders that add liquidity and the fee is $0.0028 for orders 

that take liquidity. 36 

As the Proposed Order observes, orders that provide liquidity attract other 

traders to the platform.. The more liquidity and trading on a given platform, the 

greater the number of traders that are interested in participating on that platform. 

Trading venues compete to attract liquidity, which generates trading volume, which 

in turn generates trading revenues for the platform. Accordingly, the prices that are 
1 

most relevant to attracting order flow are the transaction fees, including the liquidity 

rebates, associated with placing orders on a trading venue. 

The pricing behavior reviewed above confirms that competition for order 

flow among trading venues is reflected most directly in the transaction fees they 

charge and the liquidity rebates they offer. Each trading venue sets its transaction 

prices and liquidity rebates to provide direct incentives for marlcet participants to 

:IS See BATS Fee Schedule, Effective July 1, 2008, availllb/e at 
http:J/www.batstrading.com/subscriber_resourccsiBATS%20Pce%20Sc:beduleY.20
%20effective"-'20July%201,%202008.pdf. BATS also charges a routing charge of$0.0029 for orders routed to 
other venues. 
36 1bese are NYSE Area's fees for its most active tier oftrading cuslomers. 1be fees for other tiers also reflect 
significant liquidity rebates. NYSE Area also charges a routing fee of$0.0029 for orders executed by another 
lll8l'ket center or participant, except on the NYSE where the routing fee is $0.0008 (or $0.0006 for customers 
using NYSE Area's Primary Sweep Order). These fees are effective July 1, 2008. See NYSB Oroup, NYSE Area 
Announces Unified Equities Transaction Pricing, Effective July 1 (June 19, 2008), available at 
http://www.nyse.comlpn:ss/121387077181S.html. 

IS 
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offer liquidity to and place orders on that venue. Supply and demand forces work as 

expected---fees are decreased and rebates are increased to attract more order flow. 

Fees for depth-of-book data, however, do not vary with the purchaser's order 

flow generally or with the purchaser's order flow on the providing exchange. The 

exchanges therefore do not use depth-of-book data to stimulate trades, as they use 

rebates and fees for liquidity providers and takers. Rather, depth-of-book data are 

typically priced on a fixed monthly fee per device subscribed. In addition, some 

exchanges offer an option for an enterprise license to cover all users, a per company 

maximum fee cap, and a per company access fee.37 I am not aware ofexchanges' 

pricing their depth-of-book data based on the extent to which those data are used for 

orders. 

B. 	 The SEC's Conclusion that Order Flow Competition Significantly 
Constrains Depth-of-Book Data Prieing Is Wrong. 

Based on the faulty premise that order flow and market data are two sides of 

the same coin, the SEC draws the conclusion that competition for order flow limits 

an exchange's ability to set prices for depth-of-book data. That is wrong. 

Although an exchange may have an incentive to make available its depth-of

book data, the exchange nevertheless can charge prices above competitive levels for 

those data if the exchange is not constrained by significant competitive forces in their 

sale and such data have value to customers by reflecting substantial liquidity. Once a 

seller makes a product available, the price that the seller charges for the product is a 

function of the demand for the product and whether economically significant 

substitutes are available. In the case ofdepth-of-book data, the exchange will 

identify the profit-maximizing price for the data even ifthat price is higher than 

would be paid by a significant number ofpotential purchasers. The SEC implicitly 

recognizes that important point by noting that Nasdaq's depth-of-book product, 

which is presumably profitably priced, is purchased by a small percentage of 

Nasdaq's professional users.38 

37 SEC Release No. 34-53952, supra note 2, at 33496-33497.· 
31 See ilffra note 41. 
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Nasdaq's publicly reported revenue information confirms that exchanges with 

significant order flow have significant pricing power for their unconsolidated data.39 

In 2007, Nasdaq received consolidated data revenue of$87 million and 

unconsolidated data revenue of$88 million.40 Thus, ofits market data revenue, more 

than halfwas received from consumers ofunconsolidated data. This figure is 

particularly striking because, according to the SEC, "only 19,000 professional users 

purchase Nasdaq's depth-of-book data product and 420,000 professional users 

purchase core data in Nasdaq-listed stocks.'.-41 That means that Nasdaq was able to 

extract more than 50 percent of its 2007 market data revenue from its sale of 

unconsolidated data, even though less than 5 percent ofprofessional users purchased 

its depth-of-book data. 

Furthermore, we would not expect pricing for market data to be constrained 

by "fierce" competition for order flow. Order flow competition implies that traders 

can and do switch easily among many alternative trading venues and that an 

exchange would have little or no leverage to charge higher prices to its trading 

participants. That competition appears to be reflected in the exchanges' transaction 

pricing and the substantial rebates they pay to liquidity providers. 

By contrast, as discussed above, an exchange with substantial liquidity 

maintains significant leverage over the consumers of its depth-of-book data. 42 That 

dynamic---significant leverage over market data customers and little or no leverage 

over providers and takers of liquidity---results in prices for market data that reflect 

39 I discuss Nasdaq's revenues as NYSB does DOt report its revenues ftom consolidated versus unc:oosoUdated 
data. 

40 lbls is net of$46 million in consolidated daiB fees dlat Nasdaq collects and is required (as a result ofits role as 

the Securities Information Processor for Nasdaq-listed securities) to share with olhcr trading venues based on 

their respective shares oftrading in Nasdaq-listcd securities. 

41 Proposed Order, sup1r1110te 3, at 32766. The SEC's reference to 19,000 professional users ofNasdaq's depth

of-book data may be an understatement. The Nasdaq letter cited by the SEC iDdicstcs that there were 19,000 

professional users ofTotalVicw. The Nasdaq letter did not illdicatc how many professional users purchased its 

other dcpth~f-boolt data products. Sec Letter 1iom 1~ Davis, Vice President and Deputy Oeneral Counsel, 

The Nasdaq Stock Mlubt, dated May 18,2007, at 6. 

42 I bave already shown in Section 11 that the purported alternatives offered by the SEC do not in fact provide 

economic substitutes for depth-of-book data and thus do not siguificandy conslraio dcpth~f-book data pricing. 
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significant market power and prices for order flow that reflect competitive 

conditions.43 

C. 	 The Evidence on Whleh the SEC ReUes Does Not Support the 
SEC's Coneloslons. 

The SEC presents four sources ofsupport for its conclusion that order flow 

competition constrains pricing for depth-of-book data: 

1. 	 An industry textbook. 

2. 	 The Report of the SEC Advisory Committee on Marlcet Information. 

3. The strategy followed by BATS (an ECN) ofnot charging for market 

data. 

4. Island's choosing not to display its order book to avoid being subject 

to the Inter-market Trading System (ITS) regulations and losing significant order 

tlow.44 

None support the SEC's conclusions. 

The first two sources are statements to the effect that, in the absence ofthe 

regulatory requirement for consolidated data from all trading venues to be displayed, 

many data vendors would not display data from smaller trading venues and that those 

venues would therefore find it difficult to compete for order flow. Those statements 

do no more than acknowledge: (1) that the pricing power ofmarket data derives 

from the significance ofthe liquidity that the market data reflect; and (2) that some 

degree of transparency may be an important component ofa platform that is 

appealing to traders. Both points were discussed above, and neither establishes that 

competition for order flow constrains market data pricing. 

43 The SEC asserts that, if"NYSE Area were truly able to cxen:isc monopoly power in pricing its DOD-COn: data, 
it lib:ly would not choose a fcc that generates only a small fiaction ofthe transaction fees tbat IMimittedly an: 
subject to fierce competitive forces." See Proposed Order, supra note 3, at 32769. That is a non-sequitur. That a 
firm chugcs fees for one product lbat n:sult in total n:venuc lbat is greater or less than the total n:vcnue from the 
sale ofanother product says nothing about the firm's marbt power over either product. 
44 /d. at 32764. 
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The third reference is to statements by the BATS ECN regarding its strategy 

ofnot charging for market data. That strategy is hardly surprising, as market data 

reflecting little liquidity have little value and the smaller trading venues that supply 

such data have little pricing power. 

And the fourth reference is to the experience ofthe Island ECN when it chose 

not to display its order book at all to avoid the Inter-market Trading System {ITS) 

regulations and lost significant order flow. That experience hardly establishes that 

order flow constrains the prices ofmarket data. As discussed above, even ifa viable 

trading venue must make some of its market data available, the prices that can be 

charged for those data depend both on the significance ofthe liquidity that the data 

reflect and on the availability ofeconomically significant substitutes. 

Indeed, the Report ofthe SEC Advisory Committee on Market Information 

itself confirms that ~e larger exchanges retain marlcet power over their data even if 

the smaller trading venues do not 

Supporters of the Display Rule point out, however, that while the 
abandonment ofthe IUle plainly would take away any artificial market 
power of the non-primary markets, it is unlikely to be a significant 
restraint on the pricing power of the primary markets. To the extent 
that market participants need the data generated by, for example, the 
NYSE or Nasdaq, they would still be forced to buy it Accordingly, 
the absence ofthe Display Rule would not ensure the appropriate level 
of fees for the primary markets' data. 45 

In sum, the evidence proffered by the SEC suggests only the following 

unremarlcable propositions: 

• 	 smaller exchanges cannot charge significant prices for depth-of-book data 

because those data do not reflect significant liquidity; and 

• 	 larger exchanges can charge prices above competitive levels for depth-of

book data because they control-as noted in Section 11-a significant 

portion of the liquidity for each stock (e.g., 53.6 percent in the case of 

4 
' SEC ADVISORY COMMJTI'EJ! ON MAiucET INFoRMATJON, REPORT OF 111E ADVISORY COMMJITEE ON MAlUCEr 

INI'ORMATJON: A BLUEPIUHI' FOR REsPoNSIBLE OlANaB (Sept. 14, 2001 ). 
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NYSE Group for NYSE-listed stocks) and are not constrained by the 

availability ofreasonably interchangeable substitutes.46 

The SEC has presented no evidence or analysis that could support its claim that order 

flow and depth-of-book data are ''two sides ofthe same coin" and that, therefore, 

"fierce" order flow competition necessarily consttains the exercise ofsignificant 

market power in the provision ofdepth-of-book data. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Scholarly literature and case law provide an analytical frameworlt for 

assessing whether firms can exercise significant marltet power over prices and 

whether substitutes or other constraints discipline that marlcet power. The SEC does 

not rely on that framework (or substitute a coherent one of its own) to reach its 

conclusion that the Exchange necessarily charges "equitable, fair, reasonable, and not 

unreasonably discriminatory" prices for its depth-of-book data because of 

"significant competitive fo~es." 

To the contrary, economics and the relevant facts establish: 

• 	 the Exchange likely bas significant market power over the pricing of its 

depth-of-book marlcet data; 

• 	 the availability of the alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the 

SEC identifies would not constrain that market power; and 

• 	 competition for order flow would not constrain that market power. 

I therefore conclude, as a matter ofeconomics, that the SEC has presented no 

credible analysis or evidence to support the position that the pricing of depth-of-book 

data is subject to significant competitive fo~es. 

~6 Indeed, comparing the absolute prices ofseveral products, as the SEC docs with respect to the depth-of-book 
products ofNYSE, Nasdaq, 8Dd NYSE Area(.- Proposed Ordcr,IIUpra DOte 3, at 32769). docs DOt speak to 
whether the price ofany ofthe products reflects significaDt market power. The price ofa given product relative 
to 8110thcr product is a fUnction ofthe demand for the given product, all else being equal. Scllcrs ofproducts for 
which dcmBDd is relatively greater- will be able to set relatively higher prices, 8Dd vice versa, even assuming the 
absence ofccoDOmicaDy significaut substitutes for both produc:ts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION1 

NYSE Area, Inc. (NYSE)2 requested the Secmities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) to approve a proposed rule change that would allow NYSE to 

establish certain fees for depth-of-book marltet data (also known as unconsolidated, 

or non-core, data).3 The SEC has issued a Notice that presents a Proposed Order to 

approve that request and the basis for doing so. 4 

In my previous Report, I demonstrated that the Proposed Order's preliminary 

conclusion that significant competitive forces constrain NYSE's pricing ofdepth-of

book data is not supported by the analysis and evidence presented by the Proposed 

Order.5 To the contnuy, the economics and evidence show that: 

• NYSE likely has significant market power over the pricing of its depth-of

book market data; 

• the supposedly alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the 

Proposed Order identifies would not significantly constrain market power 

over depth-of-book data; and 

1 This Report was prepared at the request ofNetCoalition. 
2 For the purpose ofanalyzing competition among exchanges, all exchanges owned by the same 

corporate parent should be aggregated as under the control ofthe same economic agent, which seeks 
to maximize the profits ofthe combined operations. Indeed, NYSE Euronext itselfhas criticized 
Nasdaq for "totally ignor(ing] the NYSE Area trading in NYSE-listed secwities." Press Release, 
NYSE EW"One:xt Oast visited Oct. 9, 2008), http://www.nyse.com/pdfs/NYSE Response Lettcxl,pdf 
[hereinafter "NYSE Euronext Press Releasej. Thus, for purposes ofeconomic analysis, the NYSE 
Area and New York Stoclc Exchange trading venues should be considered a single entity. Ordovcr 
and Bamberger do not appear to dispute this conclusion. 

3 Filing ofProposed Rule Change Relating to Approval ofMarket Data Fees for NYSE Area Data, 
SEC Release No. 34-53592, 71 Fed. Reg. 33,496 (June 9, 2006). 

4 Proposed Order Approving Proposal by NYSE Area, Inc. to Establish Fees for Certain Market Data 
and Request for Comment, SEC Release No. 34-57917,73 Fed. Reg. 32,751 (June 10, 2008) 
[hereinafter "Proposed Orderj. 

5 Dr. David S. Evans, An Economic Assessment ofWhether "Significant Competitive Forces" 
Constrain an Exchauge's Pricing oflts Depth-of-Book Marlcet Data (July 10, 2008) [hereinafter 
"Report'1· 
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• competition for order flow would not prevent the exercise of significant 

market power over depth-of-book data. 

On August 1, 2008, Nasdaq submitted a letter to the SEC mging approval of 

the Proposed Order and attaching a supporting Statement ofJanusz OrdQver and 

Gustavo Bamberger.6 Those authors reach three principal conclusions:7 

• "[E]ven though market information from one platform may not be a 

perfect substitute for market information from one or more other 

platforms, the existence ofalternative souroes of information can be 

expected to constrain the prices platforms charge for market data. ,,s 

• "[A] trading platform cannot generate marlcet information unless it 

receives trade orders. For this reason, a platform can be expected to use 

its market data product as a tool for attracting liquidity and trading to its 

exchange. "9 

• Competition among exchanges constrains the ''total return" each 

exchange earns from its "sale ofjoint products," and thus the "total price 

oftrading on that platform" is constrained by the "total price of trading on 

rival platforms."10 

6 Statement ofJanusz Ordova" and Gustavo Bamberger (Aug. 1, 2008) [hereinafter "Statement'1. 
7 The argument that platform competition constrains the total return ofthe exchange is one that 

Ordover and Bamberp make throughout their submission but is not presented in their conclusioos, 

which instead focus on the first two arguments. 

In addition to the economic flaws in Ordover and Bamberger's total return analysis that arc discussed 

in Section IV below, Ordover and Bamberger ignore an important part ofthe relevant landscape

namely the legal framework within which exchanges must operate. For example, NetCoalition has 

advised me that Congress, by way ofthe Exchange Act, requires an "exclusive processor'' ofmarket 

data (such as NYSE) that distributes quotation and transaction data to do so on terms that arc "tair 

and reasonable" and ''not unreasonably discriminatozy." Proposed Order, supra note 4, at 32,760 & 

n.lS6. 

By arguing that a relatively low price for transaction services effectively offSets a relatively high 

price for market data, see Statement, supra note 6, 111 8, 23 & nn.23-24, Ordovcr and Bamba'ger 

ignore the above-referenced statutozy mandate and thereby make their economic argument largely 

irrelevant within the context in which U.S. exchanges must operate. 


8 Statement, supro note 6, , 38. 
9 Statement, supra note 6,, 38. 
10 Statement, supra note 6, 'n 7 & 23. 
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Those conclusions are conceptually flawed, and the authors provide no meaningful 

factual support for any of them. 

In Section II, I address Ordover and Bamberger's flawed claim that 

alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data act as a significant competitive cons~t 
•I 

on the prices that a given exchange can charge for its depth-of-book data. They doi 
not, and could not, present evidence to support that claim. Neither Nasdaq nor any 

I 
smaller exchange provides depth-of-book data that are reasonably substitutable for 

NYSE's depth-of-book data. 

In Section m, I show that Ordover and Bamberger's claim that competition 

for order flow acts as a significant competitive constraint on an exchange's pricing of 

its depth-of-book data is analytically flawed and factually inconsistent with how 

exchanges worlc. Ordover and Bamberger assume a symmetrical demand 

relationship between order flow and depth-of-book data where none exists. Depth

of-book data prices do not affect the marginal incentive to place orders and, 

therefore, do not significantly affect order flow decisions. On the other hand, depth

of-book data revenue can be used to offset the costs of liquidity rebates and discounts 

that attract more order flow. Additional order flow increases the value of: and the 

prices that an exchange can charge for, its depth-of-book data. 

In Section IV, I show that Ordover and Bamberger's ''total retwn" analysis is 

based on the incorrect assumption that the price ofdepth-of-book data is part of the 

marginal cost faced by broker-dealers in making trading decisions. Even ifone were 

to assume that depth-of-book data prices were one component of the ''total price of 

trading" on a platform, that component does not affect the marginal incentives to . 
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execute a trade. Because depth-of-book data prices are not part of the marginal cost 

ofexecuting a trade, depth~f-book data prices are not constrained by inter-platform 

competition for orders. Further, even ifdepth-of-book data and trade execution 

services are ''joint products" with ''joint costs," the price ofone does not necessarily 

constrain the price of the other because they are sold separately and face distinct 

competitive conditions. 

n 	 PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA FROM ONE EXCHANGE 
ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTI..Y CONSTRAINED BY THE 
AVAILABll.JTY OF DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA FROM OTHER 
EXCHANGES 

Ordover and Bamberger claim that "[E]ven though market information from 

one platform may not be a perfect substitute for market information from one or 

more other platforms, the existence of alternative sources of information can be 

expected to constrain the prices platforms charge for Ill8lket data."u 

Ordover and Bamberger provide no evidence to support their claim, other 

than asserting that they ''understand" that ''many 'professional' traders ... view 

depth~f-book information from NYSE Area and Nasdaq as reasonable substitutes 

because all depth~f-book products are effectively proxies for liquidity that would be 

available should the CUlTellt NBBO change."12 That assertion is contraly to what 

happens in the Ill8lketplace. 

As an initial matter, Ordover and Bamberger's claim applies to depth~f-book 

data only from NYSE and Nasdaq. That is, even assuming Ordover and Bamberger 

11 Statement, supra note 6,, 38. 
12 Statement, supra note 6, , 32. 
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were correct that the price ofNYSE's depth-of-book data constrains Nasdaq's depth

of-book data prices, that would imply a duopoly over depth-of-book data. Except for 

special circumstances that Ordover and Bamberger have not identified or 

documented, duopolies do not have competitive prices. Indeed, the variety ofprices 

for depth-of-book data indicates the lack ofa market-clearing price that one would 

expect in a competitive marlcet with significant substitution among products. Highest 

among depth-of-book data prices are those clwged by Nasdaq and NYSE, reflecting 

their marlcet power over their respective depth-of-book data products, while smaller 

trading venues have no choice but to charge little or nothing for their depth-of-book 

data.l3 

Moreover, Ordover and Bamberger present no empirical evidence to support 

their claim as to substitutability between NYSE and Nasdaq. They do not attempt to 

show, for example, that traders actually do substitute between depth-of-book data 

from NYSE and Nasdaq, and marketplace evidence is to the contrary. 

While depth-of-book data from NYSE and from Nasdaq both provide 

information about liquidity if the price ofa security changes from the NBBO, 

NYSE's and Nasdaq's respective depth-of-book data reflect liquidity ofdifferent 

magnitudes and quality. Al1hough Ordover and Bamberger assert that Nasdaq 's and 

NYSE's depth-of-book data are ''proxies" for each other, that assertion is 

contradicted by differences in the quantity and quality of liquidity across equities and 

13 The SEC cited evidence in its Proposed Order that suggested that small trading venues may have 
difficulties getting distribution oftheir market data in the absence ofdisplay rules governing the 
distribution ofconsolidated data. See Proposed Order, supra note 4, at 32,764 n.l95 (citing Larry 
Harris, Trading and &hanges, Market Microstructure/or Practltloners 99 (2003)). 
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by their own evidence of the volatility ofthe exchanges' shares oftrading volume. 14 

If, as Ordover and Bamberger suggest, trading volume in NYSE-listed and Nasdaq

listed stocks constantly shifts, one exchange's depth-of-book data will not provide a 

reliable proxy for the other's data, which may reflect significantly different liquidity 

as a result of volatile competition for order flow. 15 

The Security Traders Association ("STA") observes that, as a matter of 

marketplace reality, a broker-dealer needs the depth-of-book data feeds from each 

significant venue on which a given security trades for a useful perspective of 

available liquidity: 

We do not believe that the depth-of-book feeds from 
the various exchanges are fungible. Depth-of-book 
feeds are not substitutes for one another: NASDAQ's 
depth-of-book data for mM will be different from the 
NYSE depth-of-book data for mM. On the contrary, 
each depth-of-book data feed reflects the market 
conditions for a particular security on that particular 
venue. For a full appreciation of the liquidity available 
in the entire marketplace ... as a commercial and 
competitive matter, a broker-dealer needs the depth-of
book feeds from each significant venue on which the 
security trades. 16 

Moreover, as I explained in my previous report, a market professional's need 

for information about a particular security can be satisfied only by data about that 

particular security. For example, market information about the market depth ofthe 

14 Statement, supra note 6, ~ i 0-12. 
15 For example, NYSE Euronext touts itself as the "the dominant source ofliquidity in NYSE-listcd 
securities, especially in thinly traded issues" with "more volume than NASDAQ in 99.4% ofNYSE
listed stocks." NYSE Euronext Press Release supra note 2 A customer interested in assessing the 
liquidity and market depth ofstocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange therefore could not 
satisfy that interest by purchasing only Nasdaq's depth-of-book data. 

16 Bart M Green & John Oiesea, STA Comment Letter at 3 (Sept. 11, 2008), 
http://www.sec.gov/commentsi34-S7917/34S7917-1S.pdf. [hereinafter"STA Comment Lettcr'l 
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securities ofMicrosoft would not be useful to a trader seeking to determine the 

market depth ofmM securities. Ordover and Bamberger, however, do not address 

the broad variations in the liquidity ofindividual securities across exchanges. Nor do 

they explain how one set ofdepth-of-book data for all securities on one exchange 

could be reasonably substitutable for depth-of-book data for all securities on another 

exchange. 

In smn, Ordover and Bamberger provide no meaningful evidence to 

demonstrate that the depth-of-book data from other trading venues significantly 

constrain the pricing of depth-of-book data from NYSE or Nasdaq. In my previous 

submission, I demonstrated that the other three supposedly alternative sources of 

depth-of-book data identified by the Proposed Order (NYSE's own consolidated 

data; "pinging" the various marlcets by routing oversized marketable limit orders; and 

the threat of independent distribution ofdepth-of-book data by securities finns and 

data vendors) are not material substitutes for an exchange's depth-of-book dataP 

I thus conclude that no reasonably substitutable alternatives to NYSE's depth

of-book data are available to act as the "significant competitive forces" that the 

Proposed Order required to presume that the proposed NYSE prices are "equitable, 

fair, reasonable, and not unreasonably discriminatory."18 

17 Report, supra note 5, Section IL 
11 Proposed Order, supra note 4, at 32,751. 
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m. 	 PRICES FOR DEPTH-OF-BOOK DATA ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
CONSTRAINED BY COMPETITION FOR ORDER FLOW 

In my previous submission, I demonstrated that competition for order flow 

does not significantly constrain an exchange's market power over depth-of-book 

da~ order flow and market data are not ''two sides of the same coin." 19 

Without addressing my analysis, Ordover and Bamberger reach the opposite 

conclusion, claiming that competition for attmcting liquidity and trading constrains 

prices for depth-of-book data.20 They rely on two propositions. First, Ordover and 

Bamberger state that "a trading platform cannot generate madcet information unless it 

receives trade orders. "21 Second, they assert that, "[f]or this reason, a platform can 

be expected to use its market data product as a tool for attracting liquidity and trading 

to its exchange. ,,n 

Ordover and Bamberger provide no economic analysis or evidence as to why 

the second proposition should follow from the first In economic terms, Ordover and 

Bamberger are asserting that a change in the price ofdepth-of-book data would have 

a similar impact on demand for order flow as a change in the price oforder flow 

would have on the demand for depth-of-book data. That symmetrical and reciprocal 

relationship does not, in fact, exist 

The following propositions demonstrate that the relationship between the 

demand for depth-of-book data and the demand for order flow is asymmetrical. 

19 Report. supra note 5, Section m. 

:zo See. e.g., Statement, supra note 6, , 6 ("In Section II, we show that competition between trading 


platforms constrains the price ofmarket data sold by each platform."). 
21 Statement, supra note 6, 138. 
22 Statancnt, supra note 6, 138. 
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(1) The input relationship between order flow and depth-of-book data is 

asymmetrical. The price ofdepth-of-book data is at most only one of many factors 

considered in placing trades. NYSE has itself explained that "[t]he markets base 

competition for order flow on such things as technology, customer service, 

transactions costs, ease ofaccess, liquidity, and transparency.'.n Changing the price 

ofonly depth-of-book data is thus unlikely to have a significant effect on the demand 

for transactions. 

Market data are also used for pmposes other than trading and, in that regard, 

are not an input to order flow at all. As Ordover and Bamberger explain, market data 

are "useful in a number of ways" that do not involve trading, including ''valuing 

securities and portfolios," "evaluating the performance ofa broker or trader," or 

obtaining a ''barometer ofmarket sentiment..24 They acknowledge that market data 

are useful to ''firms that act as intermediaries between trading platforms and the 

public but do not trade themselves," such as Google and Yahoo!25 For customers 

purchasing depth-of-book data and not placing trades on an exchange, the depth-of

book data price thus· stands entirely on its own. 

In contrast, order flow is the sole input for generating and increasing the 

value of depth-of-book data. Indeed, depth-of-book data are a byproduct oforder 

flow. Without order flow, depth-of-book data would not exist 

23 Proposed Order, supra note 4, at 32,764 n.193 (citing Letter from Mary Yeager, Corporate 
Secretary, NYSE Area, to the Honorable Cbristopbr.r Cox, OWrman, Commission, dated February 
6, 2007, at 16). 

24 Statement, supra note 6,, 20..21. 
25 Statement, supra note 6, , 20 n.21. 
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(2) The effects ofchanges in prices oftrading on the demand for depth-of

book data, and vice versa, are also asymmetrical. Depth-of-book data are priced and 

sold separately from trade execution services. Depth-of-book data are sold in 

monthly subscriptions and are typically based on a fixed monthly fee per device.26 

That ftxed subscription fee is independent of the amount ofonlers generated by the 

subscn"ber and is not expressed as part o:t: or affected by, trade execution services. 

An exchange charges subscribers the same per-device fee whether or not they 

place onlers on the exchange. Indeed, as the SEC recognizes, an exchange may not 

"unreasonably discriminate among types ofsubscribers, such as by favoring 

participants in the NYSE Area market or penalizing participants in other markets.'.27 

In addition, each monthly subscription provides data on all securities traded on an 

exchange, and customers are charged the same price whether or not they examine the 

depth-of-book data for one security, all securities, or some number in between. 

In contrast, each trade is executed with respect to an individual security, and 

exchanges charge fees (with separate discounts and rebates for trade execution 

services) that are separate from depth-of-book data subscription fees. The trade 

execution fees are determined on a transactional basis and are designed specifically 

to affect trading incentives and attract liquidity. Those transaction-based fees for 

onler flow allow traders to assess the costs and benefits ofplacing a given trade for a 

given security on a given venue and thus affect traders' marginal incentives to direct 

order flow among exchanges. 

26 In addition, then: may be a cap on the total monthly data fees paid by each company. There may 
also be per-company fear for access to the datafeeds ftom the exchange's servers. SEC Release No. 
34-53592. supra note 3, at 33,496-33,497. 

rl Proposed Order, supra note 4, at 32.768. 
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An increase or decrease in the monthly subscription fee for depth-of-book 

data, however, does not change a tmder's marginal cost to purehase or sell a 

particular security on a particular exchange. That is, in choosing where to place the 

next trade, an entity would not consider the cost of the subscription fee. Likewise, in 

setting the depth-of-book monthly subscription fee, the exchange would consider the 

effect ofthat fee on the marginal incentive to subscribe to depth-of-book data, but not 

on the marginal incentive to trade generally or for a particular security.28 

(3) The asymmetrical relationship between the demand for order flow and 

depth-of-book data is illustrated by considering the consequence ofa small but 

significant price increase for each product.29 A five percent increase in the monthly 

subscription fee for depth-of-book data would not have any material effect on the 

demand for order flow for two reasons. First, as noted above, the increase in the 

price of depth-of book data would have no effect on the price ot;, and therefore the 

marginal demand for, order flow. Second, as also noted above, depth-of-book data 

are just one ofmany inputs into the demand for order flow. 

On the other band, a five percent increase in the price of transactions might 

well have a material effect on order flow and thus on the demand for depth-of-book 

data. If increasing the price oftransactions would reduce the amount oforders, it 

would thereby reduce the amount ot;, and value of;, depth-of-book data. In such a 

31 My position here and in my prior Report does not assume that no relationship whatsoever exists 
between the pricing ofdepth-of-book data and the volume oforder flow. Even ifsome traders may 
deem an exchange to be a non-viable trading venue if it declines to make depth-of-book data 
available at all (or at an extremely high price), the level ofdepth-of-book data pricing within a range 
that includes the exercise ofsignificant market power will not affect traders' marginal incentives as 
to where to place their next buy or sell order. 

29 A price increase ofapproximately five percent is generally viewed as small but significant. See 
U.S. Dep't ofJustice and Fed. Trade Comm'n, Horizontal Merger Guidelines §1.11 (Rev. 1997). 
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I case, the willingness ofcustomers to pay for depth-of-book data would decline, 

especially if those data reflected a significant reduction in liquidity . I 

I Ordover and Bamberger, and the Proposed Order, have ignored the 

asymmetry discussed above and thus have erred in their assessment as to whether an 

exchange can exercise market power over depth-of-book data. Although Ordover 

and Bamberger recognize that depth-of-book data are a direct byproduct oforder 

flow,30 they do not explore the important implication ofthat byproduct relationship. 

That relationship indicates that competition for order flow will not constrain 

an exchange's depth-of-book data prices and may serve to increase them. Lower 

order flow prices generally will increase order flow, which, in tum, will increase the 

value ofdepth-of-book data. That is, by attracting additional order flow, an 

exchange will not only gain the transaction fees associated with the order flow, it will 

also increase the amount it can charge for its depth-of-book data. 

Increased depth-of-book revenue can be used to ofJSet the costs of liquidity 

rebates and discounts that attract order flow. Indeed, the STA observes that "raising 

the market data fees would enable [the exchanges] to pay higher rebates and thus, 

attract more order flow.'o31 We see that observation empirically verified in the case 

ofconsolidated tape data. Trading venues use revenue from consolidated tape data to 

compete for order flow. As Nasdaq states: ''Participants in the UTP Plan have used 

30 Statement, supra note 6, , 7 & 17. 
31 srA Comment Letter, supra note 16, at 3. 
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tape fee revenues to establish payment for order flow arrangements with their 

members and customers.,J2 

The economically rational strategy for exchanges, given the asymmetrical 

relationship oforder flow and depth-of-book data, is thus to set lower prices for order 

flow, which has the effect ofincreasing the value of, and the prices the exchanges 

can charge for, their depth-of-book data. 

IV. 	 PRICES FOR DEPTB-<>F-BOOK DATA ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY 
CONSTRAINED BY INTER-PLATFORM COMPETITION 

Ordover and Bamberger focus on the "total return" or "aggregate return" that 

a platform receives from trade execution services and depth-of-book and other 

market data.33 They claim that the ''total price of trading'' on a platform is 

constrained by the total price oftrading on alternative platforms. 34 Ordover and 

Bamberger include in the price oftrading the prices of (at least) market data and 

trade execution.35 Ordover and Bamberger thus appear to argue that, even ifan 

exchange charges relatively high prices for market data, inter-platform competition 

will cause those market data prices ·to be effectively offset by relatively low prices 

for other products or services offered by the exchange, such as providing access to 

liquidity.36 

32 Nasdaq Stock Market, Inc., Annual Report (Fonn 1 0-K), at 17 (Feb. 2S, 2008). 

33 Statement. supra note 6, , 7. 

34 Statement. supra note 6,, 23. 

35 Statement, supra note 6,, 23 & nn.23-24. 

36 Statement, supra note 6, ft 7-8, 23 & nn.23-24. 
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Even ifone assumes that depth-of-book data prices are a component ofthe 

''total price oftrading," as discussed in the previous section, that component does not 

affect the marginal incentives ofa broker-dealer to execute a trade. On the other 

hand. transaction fees can and do affect order flow decisions. Thus, while inter-

platform competition for trading may constrain the prices of tmde execution services, 

it does not significantly constmin depth-of-book data fees. 

Ordover and Bamberger further attempt to advance their ''total retmn" 

argument by characterizing tmde execution services and market data as ·~oint 

products" with ·~oint costs" and by asserting that trading platform competition will 

necessarily constrain the total return from those joint products.37 To the contrary, 

where two ')oint products" of the same facility are sold separately-as tmde 

execution services and depth-of-book data are--the pricing of each product is 

determined by the distinct competitive conditions that each product confronts. 

A classic example ofjoint products with joint costs is the production ofwool 

and mutton. Wool and mutton are joint products of a sheep, and many of the costs of 

producing both products (i.e., the care, feeding, and handling of the sheep) are the 

same. However, the demand conditions for wool could be independent ofthose for 

mutton. 

Suppose, for example, that marlcet conditions are such that only one finn can 

produce desirable wool (because its sheep have much better wool than its 

competitors' sheep), while many firms can produce desirable mutton (because the 

37 Statement, supra note 6, 17 ("Competition among trading platfonns can be expected to constrain 
the aggregate return eacll platform earns from its sale ofjoint products ... .j. 
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mutton from all sheep is perfectly substitutable). Under those conditions, the 

,,' competition to produce mutton, however intense it might be, will not significantly 
=i 

constrain the monopoly wool producer's pricing ofwool. If other finns cannot 

produce wool of satisfactory quality, the monopoly wool producer will face no 

competition in the pricing of wool, even as the pricing ofmutton faces intense 

competition. Ofcourse, that is unlikely to be the case for sheep farmers-our point 

is only that the existence ofjoint costs/joint products does not ensure a particular 

competitive outcome in either product :marlcet. 

In the case of trading venues. competition for order flow does not 

significantly constrain depth-of-book data pricing simply because they are viewed as 

joint products. Regardless ofcompetitive conditions for trade execution, an 

exchange can charge supracompetitive prices for depth-of-book data if the exchange 

does not face significant competitive constraints in the sale ofsuch data and such 

data have value by reflecting substantial liquidity. As demonstrated in my previous 

report and Sections II and ill above, that is the case here. 

V. 	 CONCLUSION 

As explained above, Ordover and Bamberger's unsupported assertion that 

supposedly alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data act as a competitive constraint 

on an exchange's depth-of-book data is contradicted by empirical evidence. Data 

from different trading venues are not meaningfully substitutable. Exchanges with 

significant liquidity thus may charge prices for depth-of-book data -that would exceed 

competitive levels. 
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In addition. On:lover and Bamberger's claim that competition for on:ler flow 

acts as a significant competitive constraint on an exchange's pricing ofits depth-of

book data incorrectly assumes a symmetrical and reciprocal relationship between the 

demand for, and the pricing of, on:ler flow and depth-of-book data. In fact, their 

relationship is asymmetrical and results in an incentive to charge lower order flow 

prices and higher depth-of-book data prices. 

Finally, Ordover and Bamberger's assertion that depth-of-book data prices 

are constrained by inter-platform competition for trading incorrectly assumes that the 

cost ofdepth-of-book data is part ofthe marginal cost of trading. In fact, depth-of

book data prices do not affect broker-dealers' marginal incentives to place trades. 

Nor does labeling depth-of-book data and trade execution services as ·~oint products" 

with ')oint costs'' make one a constraint on the pricing of the other. Each must be 

assessed in light ofthe individual competitive conditions that it confronts. Here, the 

lack of reasonably interchangeable souroes ofdepth-of-book data provides exchanges 

with significant market power over the pricing of those data. 

I conclude by reiterating the main propositions from my prior Report: 

• 	 NYSE likely has significant market power over the pricing of its depth-of

book market data; 

• 	 the supposedly alternative sources ofdepth-of-book data that the 

Proposed Order identifies would not significantly constrain market power 

over depth-of-book data; and 

• 	 competition for order flow would not prevent the exercise of significant 

~arket power over depth-of-book data. 
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